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8 TEN CENTS PER WEEK
STATE PRESIDENT 'Republican Legislators Have to
IS PLEASED WITH Vote For Democrat For Senator
ARRANGEMENTS to Follow Instructions at Polls
Mrs. Riker Goes Over Pro-
gram of Local Committee
With Approval.
All (officers Will be Re-elected
For Another Vear.
(IONTIOiT F011i NEXT MEETING
"Madame P.Isidete "
With this parliamentary ealtitation
the nisi tois•tiess session or the State
1•11'41,Ptatt41U 141 WIM14.11.b- club- will We
I,. tall tuition its at the Woma
n's
clutelmilding. at III:Itto o'clock__ 
Th.,
publie Is to all the bitsin.se
11.1124, arid the cisme-its of the
hitildine will he weed t4t acelimodate
the et41 4IS, ft41M th4 111141,':+4 $11011it
ii th.• neieting all neer the city.
Mrs letchei lek.r. the tee,retion
er. -.ideate 4-x1.r-eased great pleasplis, at
I e the:mighty organized work of the
Wouiati•s chits for t114' a:meal
nesiiing. Last night all!! 114 Nil) • Mn'
!Cie i aith M a Melee Hardin, die
to.,..eseretari. has been go-
ice eier it,.. pians Mt.. James
A 1Iitdi, for 4 lourtamitag the dells-
I ate.. and all the arraneemente for
t1o, meeting struck her as being ion-
usuatly 141.110111 She was Mra.
Hudi s guest Itt•I tught. 'hut 
tesiat
a:li go to the Palmer HMI SP. 11/t14.rf.
all lb.' inemh.r., of th.• executive
heard a II stay awl hold their !WA -
• M r. Lie la ii4V1•1 04 (Not Merlon. fir
st
presedeat. and Mrs. Ja111411,MI. It -
.11. .1 Healing ter.en. emend viee
preI I. at of the 1.4nte fed. rattles a ill
artiie this aforres,n at 4:15 o'clock,
and the other state ofiteers ate -
I ••• at 6:III (1.4.10111( tht• 1•%41)111g,
%hilt the auotetty of the delegates
wilt art it.. Paducah has •0111. slate
effie.r. Mr. Eliesteill Noe the third
• re tweeldent.
No '
No polities .111 't,. plaits! In this
meeting- of the federation When a
.hang.' lit effieurs is made the mee
t-
:ca giew• intemely Interesting ffoln
lilt' ke. n roalry for tIte. honors. but
tee sene - ef this meetirta ists•
ms to
tator thc r. -ti. of all the me
officers The censtitution allows
two, t. tots in sac...it-sant. and Mrs.
Were with tie. other officera are just
flubbing tie ir filet term.II is rese-
t ,ntatt t,y gIte the incumbente a eee-
ond 1.•rni
In the i-'lect.e'e of next y.ar's meet-
plisee, more - int. rest will be Arian.
II l• reititin that th s end of 
theme,-
yen nOt gee It. or lok for it. ;meth any
ellea of surees•, twit just what city in
the midette or .,istetti st,ttoh of the
:tate will m t fifteenth annual 
meet
i t lc is not asseerminahle at tireeerie
ttioneh th.• -delegartes are rowing Ki-
p:Ir.., or work for their hom.• c
ites
has not had a meeting in
icars. nor Lexington In eters
No citi has had the annual -neotin
e
tan. strict. the fWdetatton was ;ogee,
teed .x...•ps Lesisigion. :4 1141 •114'XI )4 .! I
nneetirig may ge to.e.itue etty
with a state niernbenship that has trey-
te entertained the federalkne
The Res-efitbist.
Lerineng 11 11 ai1,4 •4. •1 .-r thing else
now. Is lb. reception to th.• prevalent
end .1. '4141114 a by the Woman's club.
this evening, to wlech the six feder
ere" elebs and the husbands of mem-
le•r., ate Invited. Tier decoration' tom
niette. fineheel its wore this -x-Isfilier-
peen and the !efts:Fitments eommi
ti,K.
stai- hit-e all day pretioltillg Ile , lunch-
tots Th.- rer'-ption sill begin at
` si o'clork The reeeiving line
 will
be seleeted from all Uie clubs in the
city.
The Relegates.
Train, were met today by the depot
Iteet•fdlon tallUtttitter and a number of
the &legatee at rived from the western
and southern townie The 
delegniee
rievected to attend, mo-4 of who
m
wet arrest at 8;10 o'clock, are:
Mee a tiles H. 'Rohl two n Georg..
A vPry. Louis Seelbach. Morris 
Rel -
Limp. C. P. Waiver, Herman Menge
l,
P. Enly, R. Phillipa, Thureton thu
lard. McDowell. Fink. Whiteeide
s.
renew:on. Curry. Tribute, preppi
e,
Miss Caroline Leoeh, Fannie Rantio
m
and Lila Breed, all of Louisvill
e;
Meseames W. R. Pcyre, Deem Breek-
• nrhige, Mies lemma flay. Miss Ad-
ams., Mtge Tereinne and Mrs. 
Cherie.
Moore. of Lexington; ler Virginia
(Methanol Psi; Pour.)
Chicago Market.
Wheat
Corn
Onto  
Prove
Lard
Ribs
flight.
91 14
624 74
47
11.51 14
71 47%
ft II)
7
Close
918t.
Rs%
46 74,
13.70
/1.52 141
7 45
Odd Situation in Oregon When
Democratic Candidate at
Popular Primary Defeated
His Opponent.
Portfand, Ore., June 2.- Incom-
plete returns indicate the election of
George K. Chamberlain, Democrat.
United States yinator over Henry
Cake. Republican. In the popular
election yesterday. It makes a pecu-
liar political situation. Republicans
control the legislature, which mule
ratify the popular vote. It is, 44)1.•
perted that Senator Fulten. Republi:
ran, will re-enter the race, and try to
induce the legislature to elect hint.
REGISTER CREDITORS
Creditors of the Register Neale
paper company are divided on the
point of enntlnuing the publication
of the Register. as it Is understeod
that the publication of the paper is
a drain on the assets. An elec-
ton of trustee of the. estate will he
held this afternoon lo E. W. Hageiy.
r. feiee in balikreptcy. Cure !teed
was appointed trustee by the state
courts. Ills name is menthined for
election as trustee In the bankrneteS
court as well as that of A. E. Floyd.
It hi underetood that the creditor;
who are dissatisfied with. the con-
tinued publication of the paper will
fate's the e;ection of a trestee. who
%mild etOlLe the pant. Hewes-et, the
order for discontinuing the publica-
tion of the paper must come from the
judge. who must he convineed that it
is for the creditois,
NEVADA FOR BRYAN
('arson (lei, N4 V .1 lInt. 2. - N. va-
11•4 delegates to the Denver commit-
tee. today wore inetructed for lerynn
Ii, lb.. 1111P4, alter an all nieht
MRS. MAGGIE WALLACE
Mrs maisele icars raj
'I'..!!at her 11091.. 70e 7 Smith TwelCh
.treEt. this inOrning at 9: I:. o'clock
after a brief piness. Mrs 
weeare
wae the wile .4 Mr. Edward Wallace.
a former policeman of this ens', aid
now a asiacillitst,t at the Illinois Cen-
tral simple Mrs. Wallace is survlied
hem husband and three ehildrs-n.
and hi three saters, Mrs. Cites!,
Italet411, Mira Rogers and Mrs. J. J.
MeAuen. Mrs. Wallace Was th
e
dittighter ef Mr._ Louts Rapp. Tit •
funeral services will he hold with
hid' MUM at the St. Francis de S
ales
tlitholte rhumb, th.• Rey. Father late
een officiating; nerliday morning a
t
9 &Clock. The Imeal will lic
 In Oak
(rove ccrocser).
- 
limests. at Dinner.
County Jailer James W. Eaker and
Deputy Joe Purchase entertained the
menitiers of the the* court with an
old-fashioned eountry dinner today at
tlit- dining room of the county jail.
Everything from fr:eil chit-ken on
down Was in abundance, and the dill-
ROOSEVELT MUST
BE INDORSED IN
HEARTIEST TERMS
Taft Will Insist on Expression
Approving Administration
Policies.
tier Wag etijosiet inimens.ily. It Was He 
. •8
in Favor of Revision
the first big dinner since the jail has "
been painted. Present, Well.: Depilly Tariff Schedules.
Sheriff Clark Fortson, County Attor-
ney Alben Barkley. puty Sheriff
Gtts Rogers, Corinte Judge It T.
Lightfoot and Magistrates C. W. REMBLIUAN
ery, C. I. Knott. J. It. Thompson, S
H. Ghoulson, J. J. Bleitii, George
Itroadloot and Coroner Frank Faker,
Police Judge D. A. Cross, Saunders
Brooke, W. A. Thompson, Bert Job ti-
Soft and H. Marlin
EXCELLENT CARD
FOR SUMMER MEET
OF MATINEE CLUB
Ari excellent card -hap beet. pr.-
pared for the firit twee of th.• istoisin
of he Padtican Matinee club
June :l. The meek is In the beet con--
deem it hag CV1 r (teen, the grand
stand its fixed up, with a I14'W met.
the intries ar.• fast, and music will be
furnished by Deal's hand between the
two events.
eft. W. Tully will he starter.
The program Is:
(lass H I•ace. Mlle heats, 2 in 3.
Rain in the leace J. E. Turner.
Gus B M. M. Tucker,
TOttir Scott - I;eo ii. (joiArnan
.
Brook Hell- A i Thompson.
Hans Patch -Toin Settle.
Clam A. Trot. elile Heals, 2 lit 3-
aria. 2:09', .1. E. Turner.
Hilly the* --,A S. Thompson,
I n Ibis rare lb. will attempt to
Fewer the matinee trotting record of
2:19%, held by Blackwood,
Pansy Blossom, 2:99 owned by
.t. E. Turner, will attempt to lower
the track pacing recerd. 2: 1 21.4
Class C. Mined Trot rind Pace
illeate, 2 in 3.
Rodney le S. R. Tick.
Dr. M thigh Marshall.
Anita C Iiiirreett.
Ilianche Militias it. B Phillips.
Black Bow-- M M. Tecker.
14
COTTON STATISTICS
Nine
--
Washington, June 2.-The agricult-
ural department bulletin nays 32.0/41;
414MI serve are expected to be planted
with cotton as compared with 3.2.-
NS10,0400 last season. The condition of
• eirop May Le was 79.71 per cent
r formal
CONCRETE BRIDGE OVER CLARK'S RIVER
WILL BE BUILT BY DIVIDING EXPENSE
I rommettee 4o purehape a suitable-plot
Fiscal Court Will Make it l'os 
,f.' ground for a county cemetery and
t is praelically understood that fiv
e
mi tile For iletepte to t
ome IA) „rim near the county 
sanitarium will
he bought. . It is the intention of th
e
Paducah-Cost Reduced. !present court to beautify the ground
i•nd have it as well kept as any cam
e-
lit ry, public or private,
r
e--
The fiscal 'court by almost mope- crati7niseol
mmtn 
wag
giittewetohs"oln hd, ttliser COIDern to):1
rlaCIIIN WIMP deckled to accept the Peale reinvention
 in the creirt house Satur-
mitten of cleat ns lit the southwestern day. It is 
stipulated that Gm conven-
portion of' the culotte to contribut
e tion millet be inside the court house
1700 toward bidding a concrete; bridge •nd 
not in the yard.
aerose elark's river at leryanee ford
,
and the road eepervisor wasenstruee
-
ed to leo material for the bridge. Ay
-
-meting to statements of cieisene and
efftials who have investigated 
the
proposition, the bridge when built will
open up a large territory to Paducab
'hat has heretofore been cut off (hu
-
ng the winter season on account of it
being ingesealble to ford the river. ..
ad the appreprintion, stated that
 tht
Magistrate Rroadfoot, who &demi'
hridge has been needed for 3.41 years
.
imbue lAghtfoot also favored 
the
bridge, het-Kure of the statements of
.ee eitteenp that a large number o
f
farmers won Id be benefited and be
-
ef% IIFP of their public 'spirit in offering
to denote a good port-ion of its 
coat,
*hire he meld was time -first case o
n
reeord.
In connection with the matter 'Road
itiorsirvlsor Bert Johneon seated 
that
the Iwo conenste bridges now u
nder
ebstetrUctIon would cost IS.. county
SS,14ai only, which is quite a savin
g
over the price paid ii construction
emeopnny last yetir to erect bridges. of
the same knell; and KA ill.' niat
erlut
The work this year le don,' enti
re!".
under supervision of the county.
Craingy Cemetery.
T11., (-0,1,I moil-limed the cern, 1, i
Tbe nwomberp of the court accepted
the Invitation of Jailer Eaker to take
dinner at the jail.
A somber of amounta were allowed
and other routine ,business tram,
acted.
•
BE COWBOY AGAIN
- -
London, June 2 --Sir Genille Cave
Brown-Cave. who lived for years as a
cowboy In the west, is planning to re-
turn to America. He came here to
claim an estate, imagining he woeld
be a millionaire. He found the prop-
erty of little value. Genille was
greatly disappointed and Intends to
return to ranch life.
egn. !nun DIES
Loudon, June 2 -General Boller,
who conducted the expedition for the
relief of 1.adyernith in the Beer war,
died this morning. aged 69 years.
He had served Mitre the /China trou-
bles In 1860,
Mr. Cheeks, Rich, of Prineeton, was
in the city jesterdaj on hi inees
PLATFIIIIM TALK
Waehington. June 2.-There will
be no lukewarm indorsement of Pr.'.-
!I.-tit Roosevelt and his policies in the
Republican national platform, if the
wishes of Secretary Taft and his
friends have potency in the framing
of that document. This much was
made known after the first of a series
of conferences to he held with the
secretary of war on the subject of the
platform.
Should the Chicago convereion
adopt a ntilksop platform and nomi-
nate Secretary Taft, it is predicted in
authoritative circles that his letter
or epetich of acceptance will contain
a pledge to carry out the Roosevelt
policies already illaugurated and
earnestly strive for those not enacted
which will have a ring similar to that
pronounced by Predident Roosevelt
or% taking the oath of office over the
body of the dead McKinley.
Wade IL Ellis, attorney-general of
Ohio. who has prospects of being the
Ohio member of the resolutiors com-
mittee of that conventien and who
was largely responsible for the con-
ceded virility of the Ohio Republican
platform, is here for a thorough un-
derstandiug with the secretary of
war.
Favors Tariff Revision.
He was with Mr. Taft at his offices
for se'veral hours. and at the Taft
residence for a long time last night
Another conference is to be held to-
morrow, when it is not unlikely the
result- will be brought to the atten-
tieneof President Rem/even,
Secretary Taft has made no rennet
of his position On the tariff. Ile .1,
for revision at a special session of
the Sixty-first congress to be called
immediately after the inauguration.
March 4. 1909. Ills Ideas as to what
the tariff should be, also are public
property. The schedules should be
drawn as near as possible to cover
the difference between the teener cost
of production of a given article,Jei
foreign countries and the cost ef pro-
duction of that article in thVUnited
States. This he regards as "protec-
tion" in Its true and fair sense.
Palos* Ohio Platform.
Schedules which-ear° fixed at a
rate higher than this difference. he
believes are not only unnecessary as
means of protection, but are evil be-
cause of their temptation to capita!-
Isis to form monopolies and trusts in
this country for the control of the
market in MS or that particular
product.
From this Information the predic-
thew is declared to be a safe one that
the tariff plank to be presented to the
resolutions committee by the Taft
adherents will follow closely the lines
of the Ohio platform, with the added
specifications regarding tre manner
of arriving at the amount of tariff
which should be levied.
Mr. Ellis is known to be hearUly
In favor of a plank stipulating that
amendments should be made to the
Sherman anti trust laws, and Secre-
tary Taft is known to be a thorough
believer In -the efficiency of trust con-
trol through federal laws.
The Hepburn Bill.
The embodiment of these ideas
into a plank which may take the
form of an indorsement of the -Hep-
burn bill. which died a peaceful
death in the house judiciary commit-
tee, is said to he a safe prelicticin.
The conference will not be restrict-
ed as to personnel, and it ;P believed
that before the Taft platform is
?inane' perfected for submission 
the
views of many of the party leaders
will have twPtt obtained.
SMASHED OWN ItE(YIRD.
Mauretania Made Trip From Q114•4'n•
-
town to New lost in 4 Dare
• ---.
New York, June 2.-Breaking het
own record by two hours and 41
minutes over the king course from
Qucenstown to New York, 2.589 mIles
the steamer Mauretania came u
p III
New York and anchored, ending a re
markable attempt to hang up a nee
trans-Allantic ocean record
That Wm for the trip was 4 d.e.s,
it bolos and Is minutes. only
minutes behind the best record of
the course made by the Lusitania._
Mr M I. Briant has gone to Gi
a-
iltainville on a slisit to his son, Charles
I Dr. 8, 7 Holland. of GraketarIlle,
was In the city today Oa a ballladill
. •
Russellville, Ky., is Visited Second
Time by Night Riders and Another
Tobacco Warehouse is Destroyed
Two Towns Raided And Much
Property Burned - Colonel
Jouett Henry Relisquishes
Command of Troops.
Sulphur, Ky.. June 2.-(Special.)
-Night riders visited here and
scraped four tobacco beds. They left
a warning, saying they would not
scrape any more beds, but would wait
until the tobacco was grown and burn
the barns.
Second Visit.
Russellville, Ky., June 2.-(Spe-
cial.)-The big tobacco warehouse,
owned by John Scott, was burned by
night riders. This is the second time
Russellville has been visited.
Hamlett in Ceemnsitad.
flopkinsville. Ky., June 2.-(Sps-
cial.)---Col. Henry was relieved at
his own request of the charge of
troops in western Kentucky and
Major Bassett is in command.
Mrs. Miva Malone entertained her
guests, Mrs. Belle McCalleston and
daughter, Miai Bettie, and Mrs. Lau-
lenraiga, of this city, with a trip to
Cairo on the steamer Dick Fowler to-
day.
Itle4•01.1.E(TIONt4 TOLD
BY A SMITHLAND MASON.
Degree work was done last night in
the Smithland lodge of Masons by E.
Ws Whittenetto, of this city, as:Us-fed
by the degree team of Smithland. Mr.
W. C. Ellis was ',resent and he made
an address on "Recollections."
Kill Joined the Masons in Smithland
43 years ago, and his talk tinged with
Lie early history of the lodge, which is
one of the oldest in the state. Mr.
Whittemore returned front Stnithland
this morning.
BUSINESS PART BURNS
.Pritchett, Tex., June 2.-The busi-
ness center of this Iowa is a mass of
ruins today. Fire broke out last
night and destroyed _most of the im-
portant business buildings; before in
was checked. The loss is estimated
at Seemed.
Women and Children,
Mrs. Dow Mitchell and two chil-
dren applied to the •Charity club to-
day for assistance. She moved here
from Kuttawa and her household
goods has not arrived. She found
work at Wisdom Hosiery company
and worked a day before applying l'br
aid. She was given a boarding place
until her household goodsarrive.
Health and Politics Mixed.
Chicago, June 2,-The American 
Medical association convention
started a movement to establish a n
ational department of health with a
physician as a cabinet member. It
 is intended to enlist doctors all over
the country to urge the crusade. Reso
lutions were also adopted. urging
doctors to run for congress.
LITTLE LEFT FOR LIMY EXPLAINS -
CREDITORS FROM CHARGES HE MADE
OWENSBORO BANK BEFORE CONGRESS
Owensboro. Ky,. June 2.-(SPe-
cial.)--T. A. Pedley, receiver of the
Oweneboro Savings Bank and Trust
company filed a report saying the
general creditors could not hope to
realize more than 15 cents on the dol-
lar. Many assets are valueless and
few worth par.
DISTRICT INSTITUTE
The executive committee of the
First District Educational associattoe
will meet in the office of S. J. Billing-
ton. superintendent of county school
s,
this afternoon and the prospects
 are
that a majority of the members of the
committee will be In attendance.
Those here at noon were: Septa. G
.
H. Wells, of Trigg county. W.
 D.
Dodds. of Graves county; *Ilse Nanni
e
Catlett, of Caldwell; L. A L Lane-
etas, of Calloway; S. J. Billington, of
Mccracken: A. C. Burton, supe
rintend
ant of the Mayfield schools. and 
Mies
Luella Grogan. a prominent teache
r
of (•alloway coeuty and secretary of
the arsociation. The purpose of the
meeting is to arrange for the annual
inetituteeto be held at Benton ia No-
vet:giber.
Family of Blind Wan,
James WItten a blind man, with his
wife and two elel)dren, one a four-
rear-old boy and the other a baby,
applied to the Charity club today. The
fatuity lived in Memphis and were en
route home after a May In Kanawa
.
The mayor granted them transporta-
tion to Memphis.
WEATHER.
RAIN
Ocestaional showera tonight and
Wednesday. Not mach change fa
teammates.. Highest temperature yea
Waterbury, Conn., June 2.-Con-
gressman Utley, who made charges
in connection with submarines in the
navy. issued a statement defending
himself from the accusations of "will-
ful falsehood," in the report of the
investigating committee. He claims
he acted in good faith without the
aid of' any other person. He says
during the controversy Boatel. chair-
man of the committee, tried to call
him off thtough his physician, prom-
ising the incident would end if be
would withdraw his charges.
CONTESTANTS ON HAND;
_Chicago, June 2.-Fifteen members
of the 'Republican national committee'
arrived today and Taft headquarters
are open and the center of attention.
Practically fifty of the 229 contesting
delegates are on the ground. Most of
them brought attorneys, who will pee-
sent their cases to the committee
The contests will be taken up Friday
it alphabetical order. It Is expected
Alabama, Arkansas and Florida con-
tests will occupy the rest of this week
ANOTHER TOURNAMENT
OF POOL PLAVERS AT MUD.
Baker and Van Meter will play
Levy and Wright again for the cham-
pionship in pool at the Chess. Checker
and Whist club tonight. Baker and
Van Meter were defeated In the late
match. The billiard tournament will
be arranged tonight at the club. .be
the enrollment of players, the games
to be played at intervals until the
championship Is determined.
BALLOON IS LOST
Quincy, Iii,, June 2 -- The balloon
Chicago. carrying Charles A. Coe)
and two companions. which ascend-
ed here last night. is lort. No word
from the aeronaut's hes been received
today. The last seen of them was at
Qieen City. Me.. last night. Coey's
friends are alarmed.
THOUKANDSI MEEK LAND.
Million and a Half Dollars Depended
In Certified Meeks at Idaho.
Twin Falls. Idaho, June S.-More
than 4,000 land seekers were gm
hand for, the drawing for Irrigated
lands under the' Twin Palls-flainion
River project.
, 0. C. Paulsen. of Greely. Col., drew
ticket No. I. A million sad a Ilan
dollars wfTe deposited in the form of
Certified checks for water rights and
application was made for 509,0110
acres •of land, more than Rix timer
terday, RI; Iowetit today, fet. mesh as ran be IffilDit•iell-
EXCEPTIONS WILL
BE FILED TO SALE
OF BASKET PLANT
Real Estate Mortgage Bond
Holders Like Old Apportion-
ment Better.
It Will be l'p to Jndge Walter
Evans to Decide.
WILL NOT START UP PLANT
Exceptions will be filed to the sale
iif the M.rgenthaler-liorton Basket
Manufacturing company Monday after
noon, to F. E. Lack, for $34,075.
Some real estate mortgage bond hold-
-re are nott, satisfied with the appor-
tionment of the purchase price to their
holdings, which brought less; in y.es-
terdas'a sale than in the sale several
weeks ago, when the plant was sold
for $2'5,004 to J. A. Hailer.
In the sale that was set itaide by
Judge Walter Evans, M.r. Bauer ap-
portioned his bid of $55,0test so that
the real estate mortgage bondholders
would receive the face value of their
bonds, which was 'something over
$1.6..40.04 with the interest, and the re-
mainder went to the personal proper-
ty bondholders, some $8,1/00. le yes-
tirday'a sale, Mr. Lack apportioned
bid so that the real estate first
.nortgage bonds will receive $16,144
And the second mortgage bonds will
receive $18,910.
In the original appraisement the
"eat estate was vetted at $16,4000
tad the personality at e54,001.1. •
Mr. Lack guaranteed to Judge
Evans that another sale would bring
over $30.04111, and yesterday's sate
brought $4,075 over that figure.
Some confusion exists about „the
bond issues of the company. State-
ments that the sale yesterday realized
store for second mortgage Monde then
for first mortgage bonds, are errone-
no. as they are all first mortgage
'onds and for each set of bonds sep-
irate property was pledged. Later a
blanket mortgage of $150.000 was Is-
-abed ott the whole plant, but this was
ejoined before much of it had beets
floated
It is not known now whither Judge
Evans will decide the case before he
`ails for Europe June 24, if he 
does
not, it will be late In the fen befo
re
another sale can be held. Owing to
the cost of a protracted receivership,
't is probate(' that Judge Emus will
give an immediate decision.
Local men, It Is declared, have no
'intention of reel:turning operations.
 e
BLUE OF BILLS
CAUSES PROBLIUI.
FOR DEPARTIIIIIT
Washington. June S.-The new
currency law has given the treasury
department a problem how to store
$500.000,0410 In new bills. The law
requires the bills for 7.000 banks to
be kept on hand at Washington and
in the nearest sub-treasury. It will
keep the printing bureau busy all
summer preparing the bills. It is et:-
neeted it will be necessary to WON
vaults at Si, Louis. Chicago. Ban
Francisco, Boston. Cincinnati and
New Orleans to care for the Mils.
Dr. and Mrs. Frank Boyd, Dr. .1.
fl. Brooks, Dr. Delia Caldwell, Dr. C.
E. Purcell. Dr. K. B. Willingham.
ter, B. B. GriMth, Dr. Fl G. Reynolds
and Dr. S. B. Pulliam left Monday
erenIng for Chicago to attend the
irserican Medical association,4
THE SUN'S GREAT VOTING
CONTORT,
1 VOTE FOR
sir
Dist. No. 
Postoffice 
Street No..,,, 
UAW
This ballot when properly
filled net and brought or mailed
to the Contest Departmees of
Th.' Sun sib (Amid as one
vote.
Vold shoe lime to
'4
•
f`t
• 4
USES Pin
IAN CONDUCTOR ON STKElkIT
cAlt Auks rou HIS FARE.
Kenny etorthe Colored. Eisevapte. After
%icausie .etteeppl to Sias Crew on
itoehindiown Line.
After becouting augry beeriest. he
was asked for his fare. Henry ,Mortis,
a young negro, drew a knife and
made three slashes at Conductor Wil:
Gran late vaatarday afternoou on a
Rowlandtown street ear. Two long
sloshes were made le (Iriein's coat,
but the knife just scratched his *kin.
The third gash was cut In the back
of his neck, but It is not serious. end
GriMu was able to be out on the
streets today.
When trouble arose Motorman C.
W. Gresne ran to Grille:I assistance
an as Morris jumped off the ear he
made e sweep at Creyne's throat.
which was grazed. The trouble oc-
curred at .Tenth end Boyd streets,
and after leaving the ear Morris ran
NM: The police are looking for
him.
A Labor Helper.
The la.cties of the families of Fin-
negan and Ma:one were exchanging
views.
"Ah," said Mrs. Malone. " Ifs a
benefactbur to the race that my hus-
band. Mick, is. as well as a jaynius."
"Sure, I never noticed much of
either in Mick." said Mrs. Finnegan.
''Phwat's he been doin'?'"
"Doin'? Why he's invented a
patent road sweeper which will do
the work av folve men."
"Precious little benefacthur about
the, boded," was the scornful com-
ment.- "Why, takin' the bread
out av min's mouths that's what it
IL"
"Whist, now. That's where Ye
make a mistake. Mick's road
•sweeper takes six men to worruk it.
Och, 'twill be a great thitg for the
unemployed."-Philadelphia Ledger
, A Bien:seek Story.
The follow.ne story of Bismarck
May be new to some readers, says
an exchange. lie was out shooting
. with a friend when the latter slipped
into a bog and cried for help.
-1*m afraid I cannot help you un-
less I also die," said Bismarck. "and
that would be no advantage to either
cf us. But rather than see .yon suf-
fer a lingering death I will shoot you
for love of heaven, or I may miss
3ou."
With this he raised his gun to his
shoulder and took steady aim: The
sinking man was so horrthed that he
made one sudden and terrific effort
and was free.
"There you are,, my box," said
Bismarck. "you See you-could get out
alone. To have attempted your
rescue would have meant suicide for
wee'
James, the 3-year-old son of Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Reeder, of Bridge
street, is seriously Ill of stomach
trouble.
Worse Than lie Thought
A fine robust :soldier, an Iriehman,
after serving Uncle Sam for some
time became greatly reduced In
weight, owing to exposure and scanty
rations, until he was so weak he
could hardly stand. Consequently
he got leave of absence to go home
and recuperate.
He arrived at his home station
looking very much of a wreck. Just
as he stepped off the train one of his
o d friends rushed up to him and
said, "Well. well, Pat. I'm glad to
bee you're back from the front."
"Begorra. I know I was gettite
thin, but I utterer thought that you
could see that much," said Pat.-
Philadelphia 'Public Ledger.
Mr. and Mn, Tom Lyle. of Mal-
vern, Ark., are visiting Mrs. Lsle's
mother, Mrs. Loreeta Tully. llltl
JelferrOn street.
BRYAN HAS BUSY DAV.
Mack Eight Speeches at yartessee
point. In Nebraska,
Alliance, Neb., June 2.-Wm. J.
Bryan's day began at Chadron early
this morning and ended late toniget
at Alliance. During the day he niathe
eight spee,$lies at various points. At
Crawford, there was a non-partisae
greeting, Democrats andelteputeleans
joining In a banquet and welcome to
Mr. Bryan.
'• Following the banquet Bryan eas
riven to the fair grounds where he
dsevered the principal speech of th-_
dal. At Alliance he distenseed r
ee•
railroad situation from the viewpoa t
of emplosies and patrons.
ANCIENT CITY IS FOUND.
Important .% niusrological Diescovery
MI& in Mexican leered.
City of Mexico. June 2.-An Im-
portant arehaceeoelcal diseovery has
just been made In tlis Diatilet of San
Ignacio Huntusco. State of Vera
Crux. Ruins re anciern pyramids sad
a number of wirer prehistorie betel-
Ingweirere-forted in thc- deep eeceeses
to the tropical forest Manual Tor-
re*, reprelionting the National Museum
ball just returned hero from a p
relim-
inary yly'd Of exploration to the r lens.
Ile found ingnr interesting relics In
the interior orPinfraft Wen Is Of the pyra-
mids. Fitrihreeezplorationt aee1 to lw
•pada. .
Now to Owe
Constipation
Pew people altogether escapes disor-
der 04 the bowels. You may catch cold,
overeiat, over-drink, worry too much,
seat exercise enough or do a hundred and
one other things that result In conetipse
hest o coseiveness. When the trout*"
camas a .9 well to kaow what to do for ft.
In the op inr,n of thoz:sonds there is no
better cure for omstipation than Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, which anyone
can obtain for 50 Cents Of $1 at a drug
store. We all have constipation Occa-
sionally, and tbe sensible thing to do is
to have bottht of Mil moody altrets 11 the
hOttfil. You thee it at night on retiring. for
example, sod woke n 
bout at &ruUuiOOa 
ipsi nretir, le ruing
Your stomach tnstan tlY,bocoinell lighter,
bead clearer. your eyes you feel .ealwe
liod spry one agent, your a- nettle Sal re-
' tumor sod you are reedy to wt.. t wish consu-
1 &stem sod vigor A.I nos ntiay not S
ave Lame
Inure than a ,i.e or two, at. eget Oct to ege•wd
ltit ger three vent.. Inn yoe &Nord LO fest Oar
or so Ione
DrWilson n. o 
au run fe-I joo,I 
f Metropolis. Iii., has no
greestaney los-your th.it Dr. °nivel!, Strut,
I PccsIn is the great, of ell laitstlee• and be
frankly admits to his ignering that It met and
16rh fs trrTi.".orurtrerrtl 
11
11:ere.et tsretassacco.nt ll
I without doubt the rest mire for cesensionsi or
chronic ounaups non, ']sat.;erta.,--r,bflita"tursene:.
dterrli end situthir dupestiee 10 014 or
griitgr.g2tvi: esoulareat
tees. acts goat!?tup' VS 15 surely.11. Mate, dues not steps. and hung
permanentle.
Go to your druggist and get a 50 cent or ft
bottle and see it our claims ens not Intuited.
Those wishing In try Dr. Cud-
writ arra. Pfssi Mon air
Ise tam ern S tree senor, awe en ID wet lens iry
addressing the COMD.r.Y. ihts c4Ar 1st, neve Waft
remedy will Os as we clam, gra is oily own to row
who tuwe omet laser d Sew1 tor It it you Aare an
sinOlools of stomach, irwer ,r tiosel amnia ligiegst
yet moat Otago, ewes on cfdefle. Venn an lid
togs. A searmarse, premises 5raeciepa,
PUBLIC VERDICT: "No Warms So iMer:
is CR CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN." tereast
Men ewe nareese in. 12, saLepagica
i,
FREE TEST
PEPSIN STOUP CO.
107fisidweil Bide., IllontioeUes 
GIVE-THE DI A CH.teit'le
Alerming Decrease of Theme Wile,
Bede. in New England
Emperialle,
Since the white man settled in New
Eugiand he has vitterminated. so far
as that territory is concerned. five
species of birder* formerly found
there. _These are the wild pigeon,
wild turkey. pinnate(' grouse, sand-
hill crane and great auk. _Self the
hin•ters of MassaAnsetts and Rhode
island are not restrained by law', the
edible pond and ricer ducks will be
added to those extinct species-at
least, that is the prediction of Ed-
ward How- Fortinsh of the National
Association of Audubon Societies.
The shooting of -these game birds
in s_prfno, which is permitted in the
two states mentioned, is chiefly re-
sponsibe for their alarming decrease
in num her, th')ugh Mr. Forbusb
wou'd also prohibit killing them .in,
January and February. The neigh-
boring states and the Canadian pro)
vinfes have laws forbidding spring
shooting. which operate to the ad-
vantage of sthe gunnersof the states
which have not passed such protec-
tive measures. Wild fowl formerly
bred fit great numbers near , the
streams. ponds and marshes of New
England, and would., undoubtedly.
do so now if they were ,protected.
Even in a country so thickly settled
as England. ninny thousands of wild
ducks are still to be found in the fens
aid marshes. A bill has been intro-
duced in the Massachusetts legisla-
ture forbidding the killing of ducks
from Dec. 31 to Sept. 1. Some sports
men say that the proposed closed
season is unduly long, but there can
be no serious question of the advisa-
bility of preventing the shooting of
the birds in the pairing season. Sen-
timent aside, common business pru-
denee should induce the lawmakers
to enact a law whet will preserve
en v.relnabte an asset as ins game hirds
to the comitanwesIth.-Leslie's
Weekly.
A Fable With a Mond.
There was once a Jestor who was
tired of his job, -so he resolved to go
to his August Master, who was his
Master during the other mouths of
the year also, and beg to be released,
so that he could seek .yresh Fields
and Pastures New. Wien the King
and his Courtiers saw him approach-
ing they began to titter: but the
Jester went straight to the- Throne
and sank upon one knee.
"Sire," be said. "for many years
I have caperedand grimaced to
amuse you, and now I fain would
rest."
"He fain aortid rest!" repeated
the Monarch, his sides shaking with
mirth.
"Sire, I have a family in far-
away Province----"
"Ho ho!" laughed the King. "Ha
ha!" echoed the Courtiers. "He
he!" giggled the Cointieresses.
"And I beg of 'your majesty per-
"mission 
"Isn't he the funniest thing!"
said the King.
"To let nw,go and see them," fin-
ished the ies:or.
The King was wiping hill eyee,
whith were full of tears of merri-
ment. "Take him away, some-
body," he said. "or I shall die of
Ifitighlug. He grows funnier every
day."
Attendant', eurrounded the Jegtor
and ferried him kindle but firmly
from the Royal Presence.
And he is stlil the King's 4,estor.
Moral: It Is sometimes harder
le lose a reputation than to acquire
ono, -Robert T. Hardy In June Lite
pin, et re
John lisogan Discharged.
John Grogan, eolor,d, was arrestee
this merning .n 'Autrey on a char.'
of booth gging by Deputy United
Rtatee Marshal Els-red Neel. He was
brougte to leelitenh rind nt his ezam-
Intim trill' Ibis &Hereon* before net.
del States Coin MI Yr lorm-r Armour
Gardect. wee discharged. Three wit--
eri" era es- -e• se- e
THE 'AD( 'CA I I I NY\ ING SUN.
KILT GUS
PLANS ARE 1.0.33iG1
FOR sUNDAY.
An Arlo bile Trip Over City Ar.
ranged for Viettoni MU No Medea
Session Pneeared.
Manager Wolff gave out the final
line-up this morning for tre game
Sunday between the Marion Elks ard'
the local Elks at Wallace park. It
is: Allen, left field; Barringer, ten- Change- iii I
nhelpline lose. Into Effete
ten field; D. Martin, third base; Weil,' June 1. 111
010-4 other Itegula-
• oes not Color the Flair
Stops Falling Hair
AYER'S I-IAIR VIGOR
CONFERENCE TREASURY
"I'lltlieltiTS laXt.:LIOEtii ITS OrruiAus MAK
ING ItE.411)1, Ti)
SESSIONS AT 11.111.T1‘101tE. 01
1E1' NEN' LAW,
right meld; Head, first base: Wolff,
second base; Levy, short stop: Prath-
er. catcher; Sutton. Metter. Substi-
tutes: H. Merlin, Grestam. Lydon,
Weikel. Thompson, Flanagan, Heck-
erschmidt. Blanton, Allen, captain.
An automobile trip over the city
iu (me morning will be one-feature of
the entertainment, for the visiting
team. Owing to the day, no social
will be given. but' the visitors will be
heartily welcomed.
Powderly-- Defesta-Olveuresorts.
C:aude Baker's baseball team of
Powderiv. defeated Oweasboro at
Central City Sunday afternoon by the
score of 19 to. I. Burden. the Pow-
dery pitcher. struck out 18 men.
Baker's team. The Paducah In-
dians will play there June 14.
'Aspiring a Meal.
Habit, nothunger caused the attor-
ney to enter &lunchroom. He drummed
the menu card indifferently, seeing
upon it nothing to tempt his appetite.
The waiter leaned heavily upon her
jeweled fingers and asked:
"Tour order. please"
As the attorney lifted his eyes, he
looked Is amazement upon her won-
derful coiffure. After studying for a
moment the rolls, waves. puffs and
kleky curls, be Mid., pleasantly:
'Sausage and noodles."
"What a crazy order," confided the
giggling girl to the yroudering cook.
IMPROVE FARMS
not.uon,ELLER HAS HIS AGENTS
UtNG CULTIVATION.
!thee...Bleat ion of ieness Finnylit on to
Bring l'rehperity tie- Seeds
From the Groteud Up.
110133 Adopt ed.
Baltimore. June 2.- At the con-
cluding sessiou of the Methodist con-
ference it lealc reso!ved that changes
in discipline and course of study shall
go itito effect June 1. 1909.
• The peelelars committee recom-
nientled that when charges of Im-
moral tonduct may be made against
, a missionary bishop betwo4n meet-
ings of the genera: eonferente. the
board of foreign missions shall ap-
point a co-mutate, to investigate the
charges and report thereupon to
the next general conference and that
when the charger are sustained the
committee may suspend the accused
until the next -mectin-g of the general
conference.
Under the new nee adopted per-
sons may be receeeti into the church
as soon as they are recommended by
the °Meta: board el by class approval
of the pastor.
While doing :,eau' with the old
method. it leaso aliews for a period of
probation of any longth that may be'
deemed nreessae
Among the :newt:int matters that
failed of final :wee, were the auto:4i.-
rnent question and the matter of a
time limit on pastorates. Neither
was permitted to come before the
corference for disiiisslon. hence the
much talliK1 of pa-ner.eph 245 stands
as it was, stand- sithout elimination
of daui ing and 1/'  • !- words slitrgested
in the Episcepo: a ItIrts. and pas-
tors- may be r. to: red to the.r (hare.e
year after year. I, has in recelit years
been customary. ,
The assign nee t- of bishops in-
c:ode: log-a , oirreretlee. B:shrip
Wales: Black Hies. 11,•Inty re; Cen-
tro: German. ;N.,1:solt: Centro: Illi-
nois. Berry; Dettora. 'teilsien; He's
Moines, Spellmeseie Detroit. Erie:
Michigan. Hamilton:I, Minnesota.
North Dakota. Siorhern Minnesota.
Northern -Swedish and Norwegian.
Danish. Wilson: Northwest Iowa and
Western Swedt.sh, Spel meter: Ne-
braska, MeTyret Southern Illinois.
Berry :"Upper Iowa. Lea-is.
New York, June 2.-Reports were.
submitted at a reeent meeting of the
general education board which reveal-
ed a elms and quantity of mirk being
done in the south under the direction
of the board, with the almost unlimit-
ed means which 
Jeti4sal, 
almost.) Rockefeller
has placed at its 
wholly tensuemeted by the Publie• -
Few persona know that while the
board recently appropriated $2teutert
to pay college professors in the south
to stir up interne in .slucation and
aid in the establishmeet of high
schools. at the saute time 3 ppro-.
eriated $S41.000 to pay the salaries
and traveling expenses of agents to
teach fame rs of the southern stater:
how to farm.
"This is our plan." said Dr. Wal-
lace Bente*. seeretary of the board.
We found that It didn't do much good
to go into a community which was
barely able to make enough to live on
and tell the people they ought to tax
themselves to raise money for be•ter
schools. They were simply unable to
do so, and it was wasting time to try
to make them do it. We saw that it
was necessary first to make that cone-
tuunity prosperous, to put money in
the hands of the farmers and all the
other things would follow.
Teaching the learniev.
"Here is first thing we did in
the way of :studying the problem. We
found that to aid the south we must
old the country people, for eighty-tee
tier cent, of the southern people live
in the country. We selected a middle
western state which was largely agri-
etrItural--lowa. I believe-and calcu-
lated the average yearly earnings of a
man on the farm. We found that it
was 'oboist $1.1,00.
"In sante of the southern states it
was but $1':,0. 'Why wag nese -The
southern peopey have splendid soil,
none better: they have splendid sea-
sons, none heeler; they have an idsal
ceimate, perhaps the hvet agricultural
climate In the world; their staple
crow. tobsecreand cotton, Bad mar-
kets !n every quarter Of the globe. It
was plain _et the trouble. was with
the manner of (arming.
saw what the department' of
airrleultnre did for the southern cot-
ton grower in the way of education.
By teaching the planter to plow hi the
fall and get his ercip In early in the
spieng so thet a good growth was ob-
tained before the appearance of the
troll weevil, thie pert became practic-
ally harmless.
"In it year or two the planters yield
had inereased 20 t lict per cent. be-
e/new of the eupperlor nianner which
lite greiternmtnt experts had Tialight
h!m to resitivate his eeop.
"We are how conducting, accord-
ing to reiforte jest submitted by Dr.
S. A. Knapp. the eireetor. 14,135
demonstration farms in the south.
They are in MissImippl. Alabama.
Georgia. North Cnrolinn, South Caro
ibis lInd. Virginia. In thews states
are 77 agars and rolabbratere who
are paid by/ the general educe( o •
Try tug Sun for Job Bock.. muses *tie exeuilned. 
boar.
a
„
HE ow.
Tangiefoot Ike--Sense inc.
didn't yer ask rne ter liquor up on yen?
•
Pent but
Prhating lett Niers Will l'oninwnee
%V *thin Teti liaie-lIelieve7
.11weit July I.
Waehington, June 2.-Treasury
Militate are making active prepare-
done to carry into effect the' twee cur-
rency law t•uacted in the Hoeing hours
of congrese.
Pinning new notes eill be
%ellen the next ten dash.
The new notes will be identical
with the notional bank uotee now in
use except thui the legend at the tap
of the fnee of the note -Secured by
Bonds of the United Stehle" will be
changed to "Secured le Bonds of the
United States or other Securities."
The eetuptioller of the currents
eow has in the veults iletie.00riesoe
it end neVeS belonging to Various Oft-
;:otia; banks and these w ill be used ta:,
r,quired mei the new notes are ready
for issue.
It is expect, d that sortie of the new.
Issue will ler rtilidly for delivery July
I As seem as the department is mast.
to supply the new not, s in ens- quante
ty required. no further issue of th•
present notes will be made, the poet-
, nt noies belt' s destroyed as fast a-
lley reach th.., treasury for Yedenti,
Tien and 111 0' note's issued in Mee
place.
5.
A young man 1110 %alit, to gc
Married has vertu:lily contradietury
miraar., I.. ii, cough. Wev•
.tr• '' ran, le leirsi pop the otter
lion. and"then hr meet question th,
eee Kalteuert• American.
leczenut is Now Carable,
A St. IwoliS heteist, after ninny
I ea:- of C.lit'f11: • Vw`ri1111.r.1.Ilg 81111
!, ca' or. hnio1.s1.0%..red 111
eniedy that has cated hur•dreds of
ceses of es seine that had been pro-
nounced in itrob.c. This t henaist be-_
littcd that eczema and all itching
,k a diseases *ere 'of lotal 0: gin
Au,' eeee caused hy g, erns wiech it-
t,,' sill and fed on the skin. He bet
gan to search for a remedy that
11 1111id destroy these germs, and.
found that by combining the- active
principles of c"rain well known vegee
tab:e drugs. antisapply Ins them locel-
iy the first appereCon etopmd the
ireheig and burning. and if used per-
sistenie would driv4' nil gerais and
.; itc:stins to- the surface of the
sk:n and destroy them, leaving a
nee, t:ear. healthy skin, lie. gave
this reinar rcniedy the saggess
the name of l&usto, and since its in-
troductern to the puteic %ern° has
proved a very popular remedn and
is today ref ogrezed the most succesa-
ful and meritorious rerneds ere pro-
fo; the relief and cure of ec-
zema and at: diseases of the akin-mad
Mr. Will J. Gilbert, the druggist.
endorsca and recommends Zeman and
ria)ti that he belieree Zenon to be an
honest medicine and will do all that
eisimed for It
0
are racking. your brains to think of the most delicious and
enjoyable drink at the soda fountain, you will settle the ques-
tion easiest and please everybody most by ordering
BASEBALL NEWS
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
_ow
etaading.
.Clubs. W. L. Pct.
chlcapu 24 13 .645
Philadelphia • • 18 14 .56:
Pitteburg . 19 it; 442
chielnua t  2.41 17
New York  19 17 .e27
Beeton  IS 19 lee
St. Louis   16 26 .3so
Bronitlyn th 2-4 . I
At Mimeo.
Chicago June 2 - Hy a trifle cleaner
fielding and much better batting, the
vieitoni dereeted Chicago in a see-sae
genie.
Score K ii E
('hirago  6 1
Pitiebtog  S 11 *2
Batteries - lerezier. Brown and
efitteloe and Gibeen.
At Breeklyw.
lineekly ii, .JiuLle 2. The visitor*
won here in the opening tuning by
tinsel) beteg.
Score: K IL E
Philadelphia  2 s I
Brooklyn  I 2 2
Batteries- - Mon n and Doom: The
hilt) re aud Bergee.
At Rostres.
Hereton., June I The locale won
the Met gerne of their long home sec
iwS teem Neu York.
Scon.: R It E
e,st York .... • .... I I
Restort  4 0. 11
111(11'1'11•S :11111 N
Denier and lkot ertodn
l'incianati.
Cincinitatesse it. Timely hitting
won th, fire gerie• tte• !orals In
!h..r,,.y'itat tra.rte it L;grulstrtlytta kept
rt 1ets eel! evaitered
Score: It It E
(ineinnati  ': 7 ii
St. I.•M is  h
Cuiriphell and Mel,ean.
ReMe end Ludee:
Steeped Game.
Scere: . K
1' reeneratl  ii
St. Lonis t
!eve r,. r. Spade :Mil
r
AMERICAN. LE.4GUIL
qt Itaediag.
Clubs. W.
•.w leek et,
ile *net . .
PhiLid1 It'll . .
I" 11111.1 . . .
Chicago
Washington .. 
lioelon ...
St ore:
1.••••r,e1  
("A t. lend
...
,It Dern*.
Siontniers. anti
Fetertilli; Mee:ties and N. Clarke,
At l'hiladeeptsla.
Score R it E
l'hilatielphlit  Ito 2
Washington  1 :, 1
Batori•s - Plank and Pogefh.,
Snifih. Cates met Street •
At New lurk.
Score K H le
New York  2 11 is
D0.111111 .... . ,
 ii I
DaU.eries - Umbra and Eloise.;
Cs ,111.. a St/ (.11;:wr
?VEND:VI% JUNK 11,
Rif 1EN( 'IS I'll Eli' Eerie 
BALD Ni that.
Tie Fatal giernt and Ile Remedy Now
Male cut Science.
It is the rarest thing in the veined
for a man to he neer:reale) 
bald. No
man whose hair 19 nut dead at the
roots, nerd lie .bald If he will use
Neebro's Herpicide, the new 
scalp
autise-ptie. Ilerpleide drat lots 
the
germ that rens the hair off at thes
toot; and cleans the steep or dand-
ier( cud leases it le a per
fectly
healthy condemn. MI Mannett. lit
the Rarslaret Brock, Butte, 
Bent.,
Was 1:11tire:y ijad. 111 less than 
A
TH-M14It --Heepesiste _bed_ r,•niev,•4  the
ruclaite* of hair growth, and nature
did its work by covering his he
ad
with thick hair an inch long, and in
six weeks he had a normal stilt 
of
hair. $old by leading di ugitisth-
Send Inc. In btil1111111 for 1.111111111:e to
The Herpicitie Co.. Menet. Mith.
TWO sizes. :)111.. and 111.410. it• W• -•
Walker Co... Special Agents. •
- -
.11 St. Louis.
Wore B II E
it. leers . /.... ........ I
Cb ivago  9 12 -1
Itatterite Graham, Petty, Bailee
and spencer: Owen. Mauve Walsh,
Sullitan and :Out.
DeWitt's Witch Hoge! Sailer It le
,,specially good for ielea. 11.• sine'
1,, eet DeWitt's. Seel by all drug-
gists. •
LIKI Tele %NT PoTTElt
%ell .14011esere RET111%.
fell
,to
i.ti t
r and l'a!rolutan
r us  13'1 1411
(10111 A trio ap
Hie T. WO : a The: hate
eon, a week 'it, lii, !r t .p. Pat rottuain
ittl111-mr *nil 1. slime hr w ork on the
Broad* an, heat, as di its,
' "..(1 ha' Pa reene .11're-A Clerk
eerie :late Potter e.ii nee.- •'' '
tits 1! eight
Koko It ,ii; us
ti rant during Me 10el
SUMMER HAS ARRIVED
and With It the necessity for a
rew light weight suit. If you
want your eh :thing to be (twee-Me
of style and elegatice you itheyld
ehoow your fabrics true' our su-
perb assort sutnt, and we will tit
them perfectly, and give Indi-
viduality in style such ati you can't
get with ready wade garment's.
H. M. DALTON
403 Bro•elev•T
AU the Wont Medicines and
toilet articles this
paper are on sae' all
McPherson's Drug Store
Fourth and Broadway.
When
You and
the Crowd
Sparkling-harmless as water, and crisp as frost. The
satisfactory -beverage. Liked by and good for all
classes, ages and sexes.
Deliciems-Rallreshbi-Wholesome-Tbint-Quencbing
GET THE GENUINE
Sc. Every*rfp
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RECEPTION LAST
NIGHT PLEASANT
1
inFor issmightfill Peeples
Not on:y has there been no specifie
for chronic kidney disease. but phy-
sielans and pharmacists have had no
treatment for Inflammation of the
kidneys.
In evidence of this let us quote
ifroot one of the latest authorities,
l James Tyson, M. D.. Prof. of Medi-Jasiors Will Honor Sealers eIn In the 17sive,rsity of retie. In
his latest work 0904. page 15a) heThis Evening. plainly says, as to curative measurers
to restore the kidney to its normal
eondltion. "I BELIEVE THERE
Graduete. Win Get No Fitseere, If ARE NON'E...
He further says the (lunge fromRule of SCIstmal Heard le Strictly
Adhered To ,the first stage (the curative period I.
to the second or chronic stage (ton-, -
arper":1 ince] able) is probably es ta b-
' Ilehed in all eases hy . the slain
%
NO ItEHEASOIALS AT KENTUCKY month.
1 hintan's Renal Conipound !:, thefirst and only thing ever known that
controls Inflammation -of the kiaittes
Owing to the use df the Kentucky and arrests further destrnetion: and
theater, the senior clase of the High it has this effect In both stops of tho
Fallout will be prevented from rehears disease.
Mg I I How ran thotightftti people afford the ronttneret-ntent eterefre0 mit'
Thursday mu, 1,111c prev iously rp.. to think of anything e!se at any stage
le a rsa la have been held all corn- c-r kidney t"trbh.
niencrment week. The facuer tried I One to a deplorable lack of know-
1Pdgd an to the steriousness of kAn,l-
diseast• and a common disposition to
(teat it lightly kidney deaths have
increased until they now reach WI,-
'ono annually- over a hundred anti
Ft •viity per day".
Literature mailed free.
JOHN J. FULTON CO..
. Oakland. Cal.
W. D. MePherson is our ot-at
agent. Ask fcr 'Bi-MontWe Bur,-
!in of late reseoveriesi.
to make arrangements for rehearsing
In the mornicies, lost the lessee re-
futed the permission. In the even-
lug Professor Stagg tried to g,•t the
thiater for an hout's practice. but the
ruanagene•nt r. (Iowti to giant the
P4 J iLlablallt unless h was paid for
the reaheares:. leans of the senior
4.'ass have been upset, but rehear.ala
all he held nu the High school stage
until Thursda). when the day wi:: he
loud for practicing the songs. and for
practicing the essays.
Stil; per:stent is the ruing of the
sett-mai board that the graduates this.
)ear shal:. not have flowers on the
stage Trustee Wiliam 7'. Ilyrd,
chairman of the committee on
schoriar. has made arrangements for
the decoration of the stage with flow-
err, and flowers sent to the theater
You' the graduates aril not be re-
f. it...!. The S11...ft girl graduates
teri discouraged since the flowers can
not be sent them, hut wink and say.
"How is the board going to prevent
flower,' from beteg handed over the
foot:HOW"
Juniors ?might.
Tonight the junior case will en-
tsrtain the seniors with a farewell
rei option at the Righ school. The
•a•s went out to. .the eountr) this
ItIttraina and gathered daade. and
1hr rass has decorated the hall pret-
ti ) with the class colors, red and
wh:te of the A junior and blue and
gohl of the H jun:or
IAN( Mixers neeseelog,
The freshman and sophomore
entertains d :ast night at the
flirh al halal in honor_ of the senior
,'lase The hall was deroreted with
tissue paper streamer,. daisies and
pennants. The class co'or• of black
And gesid and /hack arid °ranee were
used efferalve:c in the decoration..
Cream and rake were rerrail dur•ng
the eV.I,:ng. An orcheetra pat "1
during the evening. Besides the
elanY parents were present
and a most enjoyable evening was
le slimiest lone.
-EtarrertatIons were held at all or
the lictWo:s today and expressions
from the teacher* are that thi•re will
be tel failures this semester.
RAILROAD TEAM.
•
se -
"rThe westerit
- -
rem Mustard.
Jetties iturreed lAttfeti mid, "Ali des•
eolO4 are ItaSSi. hot there err noble In
rieseons," alai It may- he added that
there ire odds in other varieties of
mem
Squire Blank a as not only the riele
eat titan In ilk • Wage. hitt the thug,
putt se %Lei!. Ntlthitta Nave him suit,
keen delhtlit as to get something (Or
twilling one liar he and mortal of
his neighie,re had been In eonferenee
with a iltaillliattte'et 0 Ye. eallatt011-
ttlitteti ta !Ana I,iiig a ode lu the town.
Th. conference a as hold in the one
More of the %Magi.. dint at its cliree
the manufacturer stepped up to a
showcase emit:titling s•igaPst anti Pahl:
"Have a cigar, gentlemen,"
All the Melt Selected it cigar exeept
Squire itiank. lie did not amAke.
Therefore he mitt:
-Thank you, sir, but I don't smoke.
'tut as the cigars are a dime apiece
I'll take a dime's Worth o rnostard If
5011 Sty so."
Of count* the sifltonitthed gentlemen
-sold so," and tbe situlte went home
Jubilant over "a hull hair pomel o'
mustard that sever coot rt1e a red
rent."
filagillate Vipers.
An American actor was once 014'-
Mpg London from the top of a 'hes'.
Ai they Jetting down the strand he
*eked the driver to point out the
places' of Interest. "Right you are,
sir!" agreed the driver, touching his
hat. "flOtt's Dwelt where thee
'ang 'Pm." A little later: "Thite's
Parliameet 'mt.'s, where they make
the Ins wnt does It, across the Way.
An' there's IVerttmliterter Hatibe,
where they boiled the good 'tins avot
didn• • t get anged!
The good you do is not lost though Accidents rule mei,
ynif forget it.-rieldlag.
• 
idents.-lierodotim.
BRYAN'S FRIEND
DIES .4T it 4241111X(ati11
BRIEF ILLNESS.
tawnier Cubed state. senator Jalltest
k. JOIN.% and Fairmier National
t ltairman.
•
Washington. June :!. - Former
rafted States Senator James K.
Jones. of Arksikas. aged 65, died
here lest evening after an iiiiness of
a few hi urs.
The Immediate mallSe Of he d•eith
SittIS fal:Itre,
He was one Of the "eading Demo-
erat. in the senate from FON.; to
ISA1, and one of the strongest sup-
porters of W. J. Bryan, having acted
an chairman of the Democratic na-
tional committee and conducted the
I's-1111 1)111On of thee and 1900.
Senator Jones was a delegate to
tht• natlona: Demorratle convention
in Isee, which save Bryan his first
muffin:It:on, and as chairman of the
committee on resolutions he 7pcstled
thi• 16 to 1.
POINTERS FOR YOUNG MEN.
Little Things to Rememar for Thom
Seeking Positions.
The young man accepting the first
position finds that reerilta are what
cow the most In the world of wage-
earners, and that the young man wh6
make,' r.asiv poornIses and does not
keep theme will tot be apt to be fa-
vored with an increase of salary when
the personnel of the working force Is
gone over to PPP which of the men in
the employ of the firm are giviag
effietent !reefer and deserving of rec-
ognit ion.
The young man meat Make up his
mind to accept his first position with
en.' point in • iew-that he will work
all the time he is on duty dnring
business hours, and that he will not
allow any /terrine of the work to lie
neglected. The small tasks. _he. will
find, accumulate rapidly, which will
make work outside of his regular
hours a neceseiry.
A had habit to fall into Is to grum-
ble all of the time that you are doing
too much work for the salary paid.
When a young man lit hired by,...a busi-
ness house It lea plate business PHtliro'
aftion-the duties of the position are
tulle explained. and the employe
agree to do so much work each day
for so Mach pay. If the young Man
agrees to accept the situation, he also
agre...• to do the amount of work that
belongs to the position, and It he finds
there Is too much work for the pay,
he has the privilege of seeking anoth-
er situation, the same as the euiployer
has to get another man to do the
work If he learns that the Terme man
cannot, fill the position -Spare Mo-
ments
Impressive Statistics.
That wireless telegraphy Is becom-
ing a powerful factor in overseas
communications is shown by statis-
tic,' recently collected which give the
number of stations at 1,560, classified
approximately as follows:
Commercial land stations, 196; mer-
chant vessels, 170; lighthouses, etc.
(government stations). 160; naval In-
stallations. 670; military portable in-
steiletloos, 65; esperknental stations.
310. These 1,550 stations had been
erected by the vallous companies In
approximately the 'following propot•
tions Telefunken. 41 per cent.;
Merconl. 20 per cent.; De Threat, 6 per
cent.; Lodge-Mnirhead. 3 per event.;
Teeenden, 3 per cost.; other systems.
27 per rent. As regarded commercial
land stations the proportions were:
Marconi. $2 per cent.; other systems,
64 per cent. On merchant vessels:
glaretmi, 66 per cent.; other systems.
14 per cent.
Always There. •
Trouble is about the oat/ thing that
can invariably be found where one
looks for it.
sot men sect-
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •
6 A Stroke In Mechan- :•• •• ical Engineering. •• •
(Original
Joseph Bannon and Thomas Elrod
were friends. Elrod was an educated
man who never secured more than a
competence. Bannon was a self Made
man, a manufacturer, and got rich.
Elroths son Henry, as a boy, had a
mechanical shop-na his father's cellar
amt showed considerable aptitude' for
matheniatica nod mechanics. When
his father died, leaving him rothtull.
Henry persteeled Mr. Bannon to give
heti a subordinate posetros In his
worker. Bannon, who considered both
lb.' boy and his father impraetirtable.
• took floury into his service under pro-
test, reninrittng, that the boy ea aid
never get beyond the bottom round of
the holder. Henry did well enough
till his employer caught him inaklua
tote to his tinughter, Mary Baniton.
whereupon Mr. Bannon discharged
bleu.
The morning henry stepped Out of
I e Office building at the factory to
hunt another Job he saw a group of
men, foremost among whotu was Ran-
ton, iistiking pp at the great smoke-
stack. Jiiining them and inquiring
what wits this matter, lie was informed
that the sleek was leaning to one tide.
Indeed, an eiteiniser had just de•er•
tlint nt the top it was forty-live
toeless out of plaint,.
Here Watt a serious matter. From
all utoloantrana-i.14 a SetliftiElitItt MUSt
erected about the mniek, the stnek must
be taken doe u and another built la its
plare. Indeed. It nould be fortunate
if the chimney did not fall on the fae•
tory imildlege beneath it, destroying
them, with much Tritnaille materhtery.
Banniin was very notch troutiltstl. His
engineer teirl him there was no Way
by Whit ti the efack could be straight-
ened. and befori leaving the !pet he
gave orders for the tsmietitto of the
scaffolding and the subsequent taking
down of the chimney.
Elrod went away, trying to concen-
trate his mind upon getting another
position. But the chimney, or, :loiter.
Some method of straightening it. had
got Into his head, and lie combd not
get it out. He thought all day and
toward evening took pencil and pa-
per and began to figure. At midnight
he went to bed, but could not sleep. so.
getting up, he went over his figures
to see that they were eorrect.
The next monaleh. after having slept
only a eoupie uf hour*, he went to tbe
Bannon worne. Carpenters were itt:4
beginning to erect the scaffolding
around the stack. Henry went into Mr.
Rummell' °Rice. Bannon, supposing
that he had come to protest against
his dismissal. frowned.
"Mr. Bannon." lie mini. "I don't thiek
It necessary to take down the stack.
have a plan for straightening It."
Bannon looked at him as a general
would look at a corporal who n-aa
about to inform him how to save his
army.
"If you wish it, you are welcome to
It." Henry added.
Still there was no word from Ban-
non. the was conskierIng whether the 
•young man had lost his senses, 
Oltnstead. Ky.. 2.-A band Sold His Home."The hase of the stack." continued of night riders eelebrated the early Scott sold hii home and moved toHenry. who gathered confidence the
ihours by burning a large tobacco far-•Russehvii:e. He placed his factorymoment Is, entered upon his plan, "be-
ing Square, simplifies the problem. ,The
stark leans to the east forty-five inches.
I would remove ten rind a half Inches
of briekwork at the base on the other
three sides. I would insert' in the
spaees left blocks of wood of equal
size, thus resting the three sides of the
structnre on the blocks. Between the
blocks I would build brit•k piers six
inelies high, leaving a space four 'mita
half Inches between (tie tope of the
piers anti the bottom of the undermined
briekwork. Now, If I can reduce the
height of the blocks by four and u half
Inches the gap will be reduced by this
amount and the etack wIll veer to the
west forty-flve Inches at the arcade-
scribed at the top where the radius (the
chimney) is 122 feet." , -
Bannon', eyes were. fixed on the
eaker during 'this - statement with
growing interest. Ile had forgotten the
hewer In the more important matter.
He continued to stare for a few mo-
ments after Henre had finished, then
tekeil:
"With the Pf1011110011 weight (nearly
400 tons) on the &locks, you can't cut
them down and get out the surplus."
"I have thought of that," Henry re-
plied. "I will burn them out"
It seetned as if 400 tons had been
taken off Bannon's mind.
"Where are your figures?" he asked,
Henry produced them and waited
while Bannon went over them again
and again.
'Come," said the latter when he was
satisfied; "you shall have charge of the
work." - '-
After the successful removal of the
brIcke nod the insertion of the blocks
Henry Elrod marked off the space to
be burned out, set the blocks on fire
and kept them burning evenly. If one
burned faster than the others It was
immediately checked till the others
caught up with it. Thus they *ere
kept hnrahat uniformly while the stack
plow ly rightft. email fissures opened
on the Ofteollins Ade near the base, but
steel wades, were driven into them,
which maintained a mild mass. When
evening came the wort was finished.
and the stack was as gelid as when It
was first belle.
Beery Elrod when at breakfast the
next morning received a note from his
late employer containing a shock for
$1,000 and offering him the position of
superintendent of blindla$ and ma-
chinery at a handsome salary. An-
other note, written In a more delledSi
hand, came with the first, eougfatelat,
Ins the young engineer on his triumph.
Henry's wife new owns the factory.
and Henry is its manager.
MARTIN C. umpriatwoorp...
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PA DUCALLAr
A WEEK OF GREAT
VALUE OFFERINGS
This firm, which is always wide awake to the oppor-
tunities of buying goods at the lowest possible prices, took
advantage of the declining markets and bought liberally of
many seasonable lines and offer them to the public at just
such comparative low prices as was paid for them. The
lines embrace Ready-made Skirts, Lingerie Dresses, Ki-
monas, Wrappers, White  and Colored Tub Materials,_
Sheets, Cases,  Towels and Toweling, Spreads, Embroideries,
Laces, Curtains, Rugs, Mattings, Men's Furnishings, etc.
Each day has its specials; tomorrow we offer
the foliowing :
Laces and Embroideries-- Exceptional
Values for the Money
IVIien we were buying during tbis low priced period we did
not overlook Laces and hanbroideries and of that you will bh
convinced when you see the values we are offering.
Ensibrcviderleas 143e-A, vast amportment of Cambric
and Swiss, leAgInga and Insertions, wide and narrow, small,
neat or large open, showy patterns. Many pieces worth dou-
ble; all placed in one lot during the sale at, yard   be
Enityrtsideriets Bo-Another lot of &Igloo and Inser-
tions, not as good as the first lot but good values for the
money, per yard ........ .......... ........  5e
l_aceav 10e-Linen and Cotton Torehon kg] Val, wide
anti narrow Edgings and Insertions, beat values ever offered
by us Many pieces worth twice as much, all placed on one
table during the sale at, per yard .   10e
I .acess sc.—Linen and Cotton Torchon and Val, neat,
narrow patterns: just the thing that is so much in demand
now, bought very low and offered at the low price of, yd_ 5c
Lesclwa-12 y- rd plece• of Val Lace. Edging and Insertion.
This is adepportunity to get dandy good values in laces at
very little (tett -divided into two lots-12 yards to the piece,
per piece 35c and 22e,
Lingerie Dresses, Kimonas, Wrappers,
Wash Skirts
Along with other goOtls of this fortunate purchase weie
Lingerie Dresses, Kimonos,‘ Wrappers, Wash Skirt,,
Lingerie Dreamers-White, light colors, small figur. d,
fancies, etc., wade Of a good grade of Lawn, Batiste and
Mull, well made, lace trimmed and perfect fitting; %pedal
prices ranging from. t4 60 to 810 00. .
Kimonam-Short Kimones made of dainty, shier small
figured lawns, with solid bands and brulded, very special
values at_............__.,   - nh• 39e, 50n, $1 00
larriomaaa-Loog Xlmooas, made of extra quality of lawn
and batiste, neat figures In all colors and black and white,
trimmed with band/ of solid material, well 
$
mIaoode,toengOe501,-
tional Values at 
Wash Skirts-White and colored Waah Skirta, made
a German Linen, Union Linen and L;nen. precisely made,
trimmed with bands of same material and buttons, nand
tAllored, perfect fitting garments; bought at a special pHs*
and mold special. Prices ranging 1.126, $2.20, $300, $3.60
Wrappeigis-Lawn and Dimity Wrappers, white hrenod
with neat black and colored thlures and stripes. Nicely made,
neatly ttintmed, tor less than the cost of material
Ube Daylight J'tore
•
Night Riders Attack Olmstead, Ky.
a 
•
"Ah! proud beauty!" exclaimed I?'
tie Shining. "you spurn ley live now,
but lest me tell you, I will not aiways
be • clerk. I-" "That's so," inter-
ropted the heartless girl, "you May
lose your joh.“-Pediedelphie Prene. _1 A
June
tory of this plate./
The property which was destroyed
belonged to, John Scott. a prominent
tobacco buyer for the ,Itallan regie
trade.
Discharged Firearms.
The advent of the night riders was
signaliteds by the firing of guns and
L-. Nobody offered any resist-
anoe and the few who peept d out of
windows say they could not tell how
many were In the gang or whether
they were masked. •
The riders applied the torch to the
Scott huhdIng and it was burned to
the geouni. The loss Is about $:;,oseci
with *2.000 insurance. 
Twoyears ago Scott was waited
on in the day time by- organization
farmers. who requested him not to
bay tri •tineen.-
Two months later night riders A footpad held MI a lawyer In New
called him from hts home, and it is York the other night and got away
reported told him either to nun bun- without losing a cent.
itng tnbacco, leave the country or Some of the charity that begins' at
suffer death at their hands, home makes a hasty getaway. •
on the market, but was not able to
sell it. ,
He rented the building to James
• Browder. an association prizer.
Browder had about finished his work
for the season and shipped out a:1 the
tobacco.
There was nothing in the building
"when it burned except type samples
and two carloads of fertilizer.
I Mr. Scott has been one of the:argest purchastTs of association to-
bacco at Russellville.
, 
Kodol Is the best known preparation
that is offered to the people today
ifor dyspepsia or indigestion or any
-stomach trouble. Kodol digests all
I foods. It Is pleasant to take. Its is
sold here by all druggists.
or 
that the man who does
not profit by this
sale either has more
clothes than he can
use or too much
money to be interested
in economy and bar-
gains. At present we are offering broken lots of
Spring Suits at ONE-FOURTH 'OFF of the
prices which have prevailed on them during the
season. For instance: •
"4
Snits that welt. $311 now
Suits that were $'25 now
Snits that *ete $20 now
Snits that were SW now
Snits that were $15 now
Exhibition of these Skits
in okr entrr West
Broadway iri.idow.
,
$22.513
$18.75
$18.00
$13.50
$11.28
..111delar
atzsacome• ass
Ersame••••••••et
VERY THOUGHTFUL. WHITEW %RHINO wrrtim
CA AIR 1N MUM COICItT.
"How fortunate I thought to brine
along my umbrella. Minnie!"
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup is
the one ,that children like so well to
take as It tastes nearly, Is good as
maple sugar. It acts gently yet
freely on the bowels and thereby
4t _drives the co:d out ot the system.
It is sold by all druggists.
There Is a nobility in the 'world of
rnanners.-SchIller.
The big witoese chair in the pollee
Court room is receiving a eoat of
white paint. Jailer Wade lirodn haa
just finished the priming ooat and
when it dries, enamel will be put on.
On the back the Wdrd "With" will
1 be painted. City Jailer /trews be-:leyes that the purity of MIS chair
will be too much for even the hard-
ened criminal and the Wight of the
chair will inspire him tb WU the
truth, though others think It not un-
usual for witnesses to titre their
backs on the word of tenth. lt will
be several days before the chair has
died enough for nee.
•
Ernesitilit 
naway 
Caerell e otedi"• 1141Y 
years old, was arrested last night by
Patrolmen Owen and inch at litithth
and Husbands streets. Tbe sms ran
away from his how ta Idegillik
land the police were nettle* keep
a watch out for MM. Clark's father
came. here this Mereing and took
him back to his loge&
s 
•
There can be no affinity nearer,
than our country.--flato
THERE'S a degree of advertising
well that's profitable for vets;
an amount you ought to ?pea CO
publicity. More would be =profit*a
ble; so would less. You dedeit for
yourself how much; we're istrt to at ,
that you get the greatest possibie
value for the money. 41
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demanded is the case of induetstee
and structures net-eel-Arils erected A
a thickly populated *retitle of a cit%
such as engine house*, lighting plant-
eitetricalty Wired buildings, etc., tau.
mdustries and storage plants that art.
ailierently dangerous and are not
1,redrel inside a city must be placed
off to themselves, and no preeautaans
that can be taken will abecifutely re-
eve the hazard of fire or explosion.
ither through carelessness or the act
God. No other prtscaution will
equal the precaution of isolation.
Hazards may be minimized by steel
construction in the case of oil and
gasoline tanks, and by quarantine in
the case of smallpox, but we-build a
peat house for the one, and we should
isolate the other.
To compare tanks of oil and gaso-
line with an electric power plant, dike
the city's and the traction company's.
riclifulous. especially when the oil
and gisoline have soaked the polled
for years beside a railroad track with
sparks flying *tweet every minute of
the day and night.
The presence of juin such things
Be the Standeetteall tanks increase in-
surance rates,'in-rease fire iosisel_ekoth_
  compel cities to spend more nioney
annuatly for fire protection.
Such a case as that presented tse
the Standard Oil company, whia just
CIRCULATION STATEMENT. recently had a serious fire, that moved
the fire chief to expoetulate against
the continued present* of the tanks
in the city, Is so plainly one-aided.
that it is unbecoming of the company
to appear before the general council
by attorney and protest against its
removal. It looks as though the com-
pany does not care for the rights and
Interests of the people of Padueah, so
it X' be saved a little expense and
inconvenience.
Apal--19019.
e 4083 Id 4134
9  4116 17  4109
I 4139 18 4106
4 4126 20 4088
9 4122 21 4080
1 4125 22 4083
g 4128 23 4055
9 4105 24 4085
II 4221 25 4081
11 4223 27 4057
11  4078 28 4034
14 4087 29 4031
Ai 4004 30 4097
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114,646
Average for April, 1908 4102
Average for April, 1907 3971
Increase 131
Personally appeared before me this
Kay 2, 1908, R. D. MacMillen, bust-
Mee manager of The Sun, who affirms
that the above statement of the circu-
lation of The Sun for the month of
April 1908, Is true to the best of his
knowledge and belief.
My commission expires January
II, 1913.
PETER PURYEAR,
Notary Public:
Daily Thought.
"The tree will not only lie as it
falls, but it will (atlas it leans. What
M your inclination?"
June, the month of roses, brides
and sweet girl graduates, arrived,
la • sulky mood.
Passing an ordinance. simply be-
cause it can be amended at any time
Is rather reckless.
The cry of protest at the billion dol-
lar budget, is stifled by our 115.000
bite of federal pie..
Weather conditions indicate con-
etderable agitation of the atmosphere
:a greater altitudes of the Rockies
and the southern lake shore within
the next few weeks.
That resolution of the American
Ihedleal society urging action against
alleged medical schools. graduates of
which average over twenty per cent
of failures In prat-lice, will have to be
emended by affixing a formula by
s trieb to measure a failure. We can
produce witnesses against any doctor
In Paducah to prove he is a failure,
•nd we can produce equally as many.
who will conscientiously answer that
his cures are a little short of miracu-
lous. We know one thing,, our fam-
ily doctor Is the hest doctor that ever
lived, and a mighty poor collector..
Contractors. preparing to lay con-
crete sidewalks on Broadway between
!tallith and Eleventh streets, have torn
nis both sides of the street. compelling
pedestrians to take to the middle of
lest much traveled thoroughfare for
two busy blocks. Of course, it is too
late to take action in regard to this
particular job, but the city aihould
not permit both sides of a street to
be blockk at once If the weather
should stay nict and the contractors
rhould build both sidewalks at once.
the pedestrians mfieht not be &neon-
reeteoced -more than a week or so:
but If k rains they will have to travel
hi the mud those two beeks, await-
ing the convenience of the contractor
to proceed with the work.
COAL OIL FIRES. iNfi1tRAN7C.E.
ETC.
It certainly seems outrageous to put
such a benellcent institution au the
Standard Oil company to extra ex-
pense in moving Its plant. just because
the city has grown up around It, hys-
terical Insurance companies have put
up the rates on surrounding property
and fathoms are getting nervetts; end,
fersooth, of what weight Is the report
of a iIre chief iced board of pollee and
ere commissioners against the word
of a corporation lawyer reiireeeneng
the' oil company
Dint perhaps, those property own-
ers who are complaining of the pres-
ence of the oil tanks; in their vicinity.
(leek the expense to the ell company
of moving Its tanks aoaf* distance,
wit' not be so gent a hardship as the
expense to them of rebuilding therr
property, and possibly burying their
dead, in case any castialtiee attend a
prospective fire Stroul(1 they wee un-
til they see whether a fire is going to
occur again before Judging"
Elaborate prevention, rer the pro-
tection of surrounding property are
MR. WHEELER'S SPEECH-. '
The Louisville Evening Post, coke
cites Hon. Charles K. Wheeler's Boy-
an club spetch:
"Mr. 'Charles K. Meteeler addressed
a Democratic club Saturday. He de-
nounced the president. and 1.111•4,
breath declared that. he was eir most
dangerous man who had been in the
white house: in the next breath Mr.
Wheeler insisted that the president
had purloined his policies from the
Democratic party. Democratic ora-
tors ought to revise their speeches
and commit them to memory verbat-
im. It does not make Democratic
votes to denounce the president as a
dangerous demagogue, and then to in-
sist that his policiesare the peculiar
property of the Democratic party."
SLIGHTLY HUMOROUS.
A Great Thinker.
"Young Sereeeber is a great thinker."
"Indeed!"
eees: be thinks be can slug."
„ THE
VANISHING
FLEETS A
By
ROY NORTON
ILLLsTILATED IT A. WEIL
.n7Ise @A te 19 sr sees.' e.. L...
liSreS 
r
•
•
(Cowtheleed from last Inane.)
The premier of the dominion of
Canada wits asked in the interests of
humanity to pass a communication to
the soldiers on the border, asking for
particulars of the destruction of tbo'
Japanese fleet. It was duly accepted
and forwarded, and back came the
reply:
"The United States has no report
whatever to impart on the subject
most vitally concerning his majesty's
closest ally beyond the fact that the
fleet which came to invade the Pa-
cific coast has been duly met, properly
vanquished and rendered incapable of
further harm. The United States re-
grets that;ch action became neces-
sary, and. It all due respect to Great
Britain and Ouch other powers as may
be interested. wishes to express a dis-
inclination to reply to any further
comniunlcations of this or a similar
nature."
A slap In the face could have caused
no greater consternation. The very
terms of the mid). showed insolence
toward all the world, and demanded
explanatioa. But who dared attempt
it? What country was brave enough
to take the risk of meeting those ter-
rible submarines, which were capable
is • sight of destroying the most com-
plete flotilla that ever bad been mobil-
ized sad seat away? if they only
knew what Era these monsters took,
what dire warning they gave as they
advanced to the attack, there might
be some means of offsetting them or
perhaps repelling them. That tutor-
snatios, at any cost, must pe gained.
ln its reaching out for anything which
might suggest a way, the British min-
istry sent for Hillier.
Guy. siesplessand worn from nights
and days of anxiety.. responded to ate
call, listlessly wonderiag what further
information he could give as to' the sits
uation in America, or what if any duty
could be expected of him when the
ministry itself as unable to ammo
elfish anything.
He was ushered into the room
wiser* on several previous occasions
-be bad answered questions, and found
there the same men who had met him
on the day of his arrival in London;
but there was a different attitude Oda
time, bowever. and the officials before
him seemed anxious and 111 at ease.
Plainly they were ready for any Bug-
" gestIon he might offer, or any immunise
that might seem possible
"Mr. Hillier," the lord of the Ad-
miralty began, "In all the time you
were in Washington did any rumors
or stories or information reach yore'
girding some new form of submarine
boat projected, or being experimented
.,,with, by the United States govern-
ment7"
At first. on Impulse. he almost an-
swered "Noe' but before his lips could
formulate the monosyllable there sud-
denly returned to his memory, several
conversations he had had with Dr.
Roberts on this subject. and also he
recollected that in one of these talks
Norma had participated. There was
PIAN A NEW ROCIAL 1AST. no reason so far as he could think
why he should conceal this knowi-
Ward McAlester,* "4410" Will 41•4 edge.
to e3100." ''Yes." he replied. "I do know some-
thing of the subjeot, but nothing tan.
New York, June 2.—Under the de gible or of views. That which recurs
reetion of several leaders of Society a to me a conversation I had • few
new list of New Year's social elect is months ago with a scientific Inventor
being prepared. It will reduce Ward who is a friend of male."
McAllistees famous "four hundred" "And hie name. pray?"
to about three hundred. I "Dr. WIlliaai Roberts."
The new roster will afford some 
Every man in the room gave a
striking innovations. No person will, 
start and leaked at his neighbor. The 
mention of the name seemed to haveappear upon it who does not make bIs' affectod them. The prime ministerhome In the city at least five months repeated it as an exclamation. -Thatof the year. and a family tree cleariy Is the man," he said. "who Is supposed
traced back to the year 1700 Is a
requisite. 
to have gone insane, but who at one
I time, according to our secret reports,
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Vanderbilt was working on some electrical clls-
will be the social leaders of the eity,1 covert which might be utilized for an
If the wishes of those in tharre of improved submarine. What do you
the new movement are carried out. know of it'"
"I know only this." he said, "that
Dr. Roberti told Me he believed it
perfectly feasible so to use electrIcits
through metal as to change Its Woe-
tuee and at the same time lessen the
resistance, or skin friction, through
the water of • boat so construeted
"Were you at the 'dine discussing
submarines"
-Yes, we were. The subject arose
through his describing certeln ex-
met by chipping off the bricks to the 14e:intents in which he mad his daugh-
height and Cling in the cracks with ter were then engaged. His contention
cement. Many bard joints will be was that a submarine could never I.
eliminated flow Broadway with the made totally effective unless it gained
repairing of These sunken places. a speed so far beyond anything knows
that it could traverse great distances•
and manetner with such rapidity thatHigh Water At (4t. Pant.
it would be practically immune from
Rt. Paul. June 2.—The Mississippi attack
riser, which, during the last week. This then must be the solution! and
has risen four feet here. because of he read in the faces of his tetsseres.
recent heavy rides, went tip to 13.0 tors that they so accepted it. There
feet above the low water mark andwas a chorus of questions which he
Is expected to touch 14 feet. the 90-. could not answer He admitted his lack
called "danger point," within a few st technic,' eliugetenment, and also
hours. I that be had no knowledge of what
BROADWAY REPAIRED
BY SITREET DEPARTMENT.
Bad places in the street on Broad-
way are beng repaired today by the
city street department. It was thought
that these places could not be re-
paired without disturbing the drain-
age and level of the whole street. but
the anticipated dillifilty has been
success had resulted frnm the experi-
Mra W. PendleY and claesclitele Meets. Nothing of a valuable nature
Ploy and Fannie. arrived home last had bees given to him at the time of
night from Georgia, where the litres that or say other conversation But
ePendleY have be n attendieg school inhe had ade It certain In the minds
of his setpertors that though they
Mrs. L Stelirfeld. of Lonisellie. Is might not know the ferret of the sub-
visitIne her son. Dr. )4. Stelnfeld, marines which bad destroyed the
420 North Sixteenth Millet. Japanese fleet, they at least were
aware what form ot attack might he
expeeted in case of war in the nature
of thems it (mild afford no solace; but
It might enlist in obviating danger,
lie listened to the dis,ussion, and
felt that he should be given leave to
go, now that he had told all he knew:
but he was again brought to the tete
by a quesUon.
"We understand you are personally
Oa very pleasant and friendly terms
with the president of the United
Stater?"
"Yes, I think so."
"Do you believe that if you were
In Washington you could gain an
audience with him through his friend-
ship and deliter into his own hands a
message from our government"
"Yes. If 1 was in Washington; but
it now seems Inaccessible"
The prime minister, to whom the
othei s looked, reached over and picked
up a paper knife with which he idly
tapped on the table where lay • map.
"Mr. Hillier," be said, "we are about
to send you on a very important Jour-
ney We have selected you because
of your thorough familiarity with the
United States, your perfect knowl-
edge of the Canadian border use. and
your ability to talk personally to the
president if he can be reached. We
are not at war with the United States,
and do not believe that vessels sent
by us would be attacked unless' war
was declared. In the Interests of the
national dignity, however, we are com-
pelled to make sonic kind of demon-
Stratton of strength off the American
eoeut—thls for the reassurance of our
own people in Canada, if for no other
purpose. We are going to send our
moat powerful fleet into Canadian
waters, where it will be stationed until
this war Is at as end. You recognize
the danger 7"
Hillier sat thoughtfully for a mo-
ment and then said: "Yes. I think I
do. You are afraid that if a great
fleet was sent toward Canada It might
be misinterpreted by the United States
as a warlike move against her; there
might be accidents; and then our ves-
sels would disappear as completely
as did those of Japan."
"You are right." the minister as-
Mated, sad his companions nodded in
approval. -Now, under those circum-
stances it is necessary for its to get
word through, without any chance of
Miscarriage whatever, fully and clear-
ly explaining to the United States
that this demonstration Is for the re-
assurance of Canada; that it has no
Intention of interfering with American
affairs, and requesting that measures
be takes to prevent its being attacked
under misapprehension. If that mes-
sage did miscarry or was delayed in its
,dellvery to one sufficiently high in au-
Shortly. the mautta might be fatal."
"And you wish me to make an at-
tempt-to deliver these advice'?"
-Ye& because we have tried through
other agencies and failed. -This time
there Must be no failure, because the
North Sea fleet is now being mobil-
ised to its full strength, including the
Dreadnought and her two sister ships,
and will sail within a week after your
departure. Do you think you can pass
the lines?-
, Guy's heart gave a great bound of
satisfaction. Now he would have all
the aid his government could give to
penetrate the cordon and reach a
place where be stood the hest chance
of finding Norma, or of learning where
ape was and what had happened to
her and her father.
"No one can try harder. Mr." be
hastened to assert, "and I believe that
U anyone can enter I can."
"When can you go"
"As soon as you are ready."
"Then let it be to-night. One of our
fastest dispatch boats, probably the
Norfolk, will take you, and will land
you wherever you deem it best to
make the attempt. I suppose, how-
ever, you will endeavor to go through
by way of Canada?"
He answered that such would be his
Mention, shook hands with them all,
received his messages and left the
chambers, his blood tingling with the
excitement of action and elated be
• the call of duty was leading
him back into the land where Norma
lived and might be found.
In the chamber he left behind a
group of .men, who looked at each
other and said: "Ile is the fourth
MIS to try it; anal Is not only the
best, but our last hope."
CHAPTER VIII,
The Lone Voyager.
A special train breaking records for
speed swung shrieking into the arch-
way of the Liverpool station, and Hil-
lier, carrying nothing but light bag
gage, jumped out of his compartment
and walked along the Queen's Ind
tag to the gangplank of the waiting
Norfolk. Two men in sailor's uniform,
who evidently had been posted for the
purpose of keeping curious loungers
away from the boat halted him, and
were joined almost on the instant by
two officers in wait. g 1111lier recog-
nized one as a pers lid friend. They
*book hands, boar, d the ship, and
almost before their set were planted
on the deck the landing stage was
swung into the air and she proceeded
to get under way.
It was plain to Hillier that no time
was to be lost.in this trams-Atlantic
journey; for before the Norfolk had
passed out of the river she was work-
ing under forced draught. He found
himself the only passenger, and that
Instructions bad been given placing
the destination of the ship onder his
Orders. That the government pur-
posed to spare no expense or effort
In assisting him to a successfyi con
elusion of his mission was evident. Ile
was tired of hearing of war, and felt
a secret sense of satisfaction as day
after day passed in respite from such
news.
Out. of the North sea, sluggishly
rolling In the swells and floundetIng
through the waves, gathered a fleet
almost as powerful as that which had
been usebilised by Japan Other
nearby stations sent in their quota of
cruisers, torpedo-boat destroyers and
qtrift-Ineviig dispotch bisi4 ries ei
They Sheen Minds.
the world's greatest battle ships
formed the heart of ibis apparently in-
vincible gathering, which was to cross
the oesaa to a land of Mystery, al-
ways facing the possibility of do
struction by a terrible and unknows
engine of warfare.
The people of England were much
divided in opinion as to the advisa-
bility of the government's move when
it became public. A strong conserva•
live element feared the danger of
Great Britain being Involved in the
war through this action, while the lib-
eral partisans and Jingoes asserted
that it was the only method of uphold-
ing the country's dignity, demonstrat-
ing to America that England would
do her best, and at the same time as-
outing Canada that the mother *pan-
try intended to kupport her in case of
attack along her-- bossier line. That
Britannia still ruled the waves was
generally doubted; for if the Ameri-
cans had in their possession means
of so easily overcoming a fleet as im-
portant as that which Japan had lost,
there was almost a certainty that she
could conquer any adversary sent
against her on the water. It was no
longer a question of warfare on land;
for all the transports in the world
would be powerless against such sub-
marines as the nations now con-
ceded the Vatted States must pus--
sees.
Before sailing, the beet commanders
had 'been called into a council and
given positive Instructions that they
were not to penult themselves to be
drawn into action in any event before
reaching Canada. On their arrival
they Were at mice to cooperate with
the dominion government in whatever
way seemed advisable at that Um*,
and follow such orders as might be
levee from London.
The clearance, however, unlike the
sailing of that fleet from Japan, was not
accompanied by any gala demonstra-
tion. It was rather with dire mite
savings that the public witnessed this
departure, which were to a certain
extent shared ta -by those aboard the
vessels: and it was fully realized that
the flower of Eitgland's navy might
'fever return from its voyage Into as
unknown danger.
The couservatfve prosg lent a tuners
al attitude to the occasion in its treat-
, meat, of the gituation, one journal de
elating that "England Is sending to
1 magnificent martyrdom men who had
better have been retained at home for
their country's good" Another paper
characterized It as a "useless sat re
flee." This became the general pub-
lic opinion within a few days, as re-
ports front Canada continued gloomy
and showed no prospect of • rift with-
, M the clouds
The music halls, always an index
rio the popular view, found their great-est hits in topical songs which were
generally of the tenor that the great,
grand, glorious and gorgeous British
tar but sailed away to do or dte—
I with the accent on the "die' A gen-
eral air of melancholy prevailed over
I all England, and as the data went on
I and the fleet itself got beyond reachof the wireless telemeph statioas and
far out on a deserted ocean, the sen-
timent was one of acute expectancy.
The admiralty was advised of the
arrival without incident of Hillier. and
apprised of the fact that be bad do
cided to rake his attempt tweeds
into the forbidden land uniglIed.
There was a certain sense of stiUsette
Hoe In the knowledge that a good,sed
efficient man was on the ground with
at least a chance for success in bin
eneleavors.
This beatific state of mind was dile
;yelled one bright afternoon, aad Eat-
land thrown Into a furore that scarce-
ly could have been greater had OM
of the mysterious .submarines ap-
peared off its shores and begun bom-
barding the nearest city It was like
an intimation of disaster delivered Is
advance of more terrible news.
(To be continued In 'next asesse.)
YOU DON'T HAVE TO MATT
wee, dais wakes you feelbetIer. Las-Pe
keeps year insole Insides richt. Sold as tba
mosey- track play overman*. Frew la rags
)IONSTER CATFING W.M4
CAUGHT IN LAKE.
A eatfiete weighIng Of pounds,
feet 7,4 Inch. s In length, was tbe
(etre of Crease' Iiireelcenridge and
George Riekerein in Allard lake this
morning '111,- two men were out .n
a skiff fishing when the neenstee fish
look hold of the hook and when Cap-
tain Breckeneldps seized the (tab to
pull 11 In the boat, the fish flopped
and Captain Breekihrldge wile thrown
nit of the boat. The captain scram-
bled back In the boat and then Wit
men after a tuask, of 20 =autos lead-
ed the MM. Ths fish was. brotieht
over to the Mecca minas at ?mirth
street and Kentucky &argue %veer* M
was weighed and measured and Iiiobw
on exhibltioa.
POLICE CHIEF'S ‘114.-T.
Way/. and Deane of Wallies With
Anarchietv Lemlinu Topic.
--
Detroit. Mich.. Jane 1.—Ways and
means of dealing with anarchists Is
to be the leading tqpic of discussion
at the annual convention of the In-
ternational Association of Chiefs of
Pollee. which es to begin its selteicela
In this city tomorrow The subject
is to be presented through a paper
by Chief of Police George 11. Mimes
of Chicago, whose life Was attempted
be an anarchist last March
Headquarters for the convention
were opened today at the Wayne
hotel, where the business scissions
will be held. The convention will be
attirded by the heads of the police
departments of nearly all the large
cities of the United States and Can-
ada. Mayor Sylvester, elle( of police
of the District of Columbia. has been
the president of the association for it
number of years and will be tbe pre-
skiing officer at the convention. The
city of Detroit has provided for *ult.-
mobtle rides, boat recursion's theatsr
turtles and other forms of entertain-
ment for the visiting chiefs.
THEATER
Clean t'aufleville.
Paducahans are to enjoy good
vaudeville this summer. from Indica-
tions at the beginning of the summer
+-aeon but the Managers should
-adopt the Keith' method and make
their comedians recite their jokes
nd songs to them before appearing
on the stage. Indecent -allusions and
vulgar songs and remarks are not
funny to the respectable teeniest to
which local houses cater, and unless
such things are cut out the houses
eel suffer.
At the Crystal.
The Crystal offers an excellent
bi!!. Loyola. the slack wire expert,
opens with a clever act, abounding in
sensation.
Arthur Brossling. the tramp mon-
()login and dancer, was recalled re-
peatedly on his first appearance.
The sketch team puts on some rat-
tling comedy. The pictures are
good.
As the
Comedy, musical comedy, is the
bill at the Wallace Park Casino this
week "Papa's Boy" was the open-
log bill. There are IN people in the
east, and several novelties are intro-
duced-.
Manager Malone. of Wallace park.
Is negotiating with the management
of the HuttoseRalesy Stock compete
for a two weeks' engagetrent at the
Casino, commencing next Monday.
The Hutton-Salley company is said
to be oile of the best summer com-
panies on the road this season. and
It Is to 40. hoped that arrangements
mat be completed so that Paducah
people ma. have an opportunity ta
941. th•,rn
Expensive Talk
Probably the most expensive long
distance telephone message ever sent
from Paducah was late yesterday
afternoon when a representative of
the Mayfield Water and Light com-
pany talked for one hour and thirty
minutes over the long distance hese
phone of the East Tennessee Tele-
phone company. The blfi for the
message was U06.50. the largest
seer paid- to the local office for one
'message, and peohali!yi a re!tord
'Wakes. -Machinery was ordered for
the waSor and light Plant of Me,hetd.
which was destroyed by fire several
weeks ago. A stenographer was on
the line, and she took down the order
In short hand. Owing to the rperill-
cations of the machinery. ft was a
difficult message. bet It was received
'correctie at the other end of the wire.
The line ran from Mayfield to Petite
ersh. wrere it was switched to Rt.
Janda and from from there to In-
dianapolis. From Indianapolis the
the wire went to.PIttsburg and from
,there to Gaze:ton, -where it was re-
calved. The line approximately Was
About 1.000 miles long. None of the
*Meals In Paclueah ever knew of a
vsessage sent over the Tong distance
So Ion before The mesfaig., was
diflicui . as there were mane figures,
but on repeating the message it was
foetid nearly correct,
To Protect Crape,
Lexington, Ky., June 2 —County
Judge Bullock has been freely issuing
licenses to Men to set as special
eonatry patrolmen upon the applica-
tion of reputable growers In the
county. Dr. Samuel Halley and Sal-
lee Lisle have had men appointed and
they expect to raise good crop"' this
Year. Other farmers are following
suit.
Three Markin* Rules.
Dr Edward Feerett Hale In his
Stine page In Woman's Homo Com-
panion gives three working rules for
conduct of life
I 1. Live In the open air as Medi
as you can.
i 2. Touch elbows with the rank
and file.
I :t• Ilitesk ("very day to some one
whom You ki.ow to be your superior.
--Edward Everett Hale.
I 
, 
Contrails already let for the work
on the New York barge canal amount
to. over $22.000.000-
I Oh. first of human blessings, and
supreme, fair peace!—Thomson.
State President
is Pleased
(Contianed from parodists.)
Spencer and Mrs. ('. P. Banks, Kitt-
mond, Mrs. John Ilinscaore. Berea;
Mrs. M. Roark, Richmond; Miss Lil-
lian Lindsey, Frankfort, Mrs. W. F.
I.afferty, tsynthiana; -Ms-s. I.. C.
Willis and WOO Poynter, Shelbyville;
Mrs. lesfon Riker, Harrodsburg:
Mrs. flimitt, Mrs. ('. N. Baker. Hen-
eerson; Mee Murton, Mrs, John
Coate and Mrs. Boyd, Wickliffe;
Mrs. John Thixton. Owensboro; 'Mrs.
Dave Johnson, Clinton; Mrs. Major,
Fulton: lire. Duke. Fulton; Miss
Luella Boyd. Covington; Miss Lucy
Simms. Mrs. Fe P. Lowry, Paris; Mrs.
John D. Durham. Mew. R. H. Lacy,
Franklin; Miss Eliza Johnson, Ow-
ernibonp; Mee Wallace Bartlett, Mrs.
S. W. Powers, Lawrent-eburg,
lechers sad Pages.
Mee Haile, Miry announced the
following ushers and pages to serve
in tbe maiming and afternoon bunny*,
seusione Wednesday: Wednesday
mornings- Mimes Retie Cave, lorancem
Wallace, Hanle Filmy and Lille Breed,
of lesularille, ushers. Pagea,=.- Miss
Henry Algot( and Miss Faizabeth tie-
brew Wednesday afternoon- N hoes
liternes, Catherine Queries',
Erne Murray inn Maids* Gardner.
ushers.. Pages Miss Nell* Hatfield
and Miss Jane Stevenson,
Mrs it, B. Phillips wilt read the re-
port of ,Mrs. Mason ',filmy, of Intes-
tine, chairman of the forestry com-
mittee, who cannot be Present at the
federation nieeeee.
' Mrs fetcher Riker. president of the
state federation, and Miss Heiden
corresponding secretary, ware'
entertalueseat luncheon today Sy 241 rn
Edmund Apse third vice Preeldeal of
the federation, Mrs. G H. Wartieken,
et Clarkeville. Tenn., has arrived to
vire. Mrs. J. U Feeler, 619 Ken-
tucky avenue, until Saturday, wben
she will be the truest of Mrs. Edmund
P. Noble.
The steamer Dick Fowler will
leave the whereon( promptly at 7
o'clock Wednesday evening sad the
members of the PIZ federated clubs'
and delegates to the federation, who
will enkra the river trip, will be at
the wharfboat slightly before that
hour The .boat will mum it •11
o'clock in ihne to pie the guests an
opportunity to erees for the Matinee
Mapeleal rectal at the Ken-
tucky Avenue Presbyterian church
Mrs Mildred Davis and ens Edmund
Poet are the hortessie on the river trip.
Dedewadare Program.
The program for %. et! needs y 'a
business erosions f9110we-
Wcdsembey Mamie&
Meeting or executive board at Pal-
mer House. is • nu.
Meeting of board_ of directors at
Palmer Howes 14 l a in.
lovri*.re IT11-4.11,1g at Woman's
resinous., 14, 311 a in. -
Musts least-let Madanis Lewes
Hart. Gra) andThT;s....4.1d:atukni
1a 
iregy.
- dA vtirree"ffitionf sick-mule - Miss Anna
Webb.
.Reeponee - Miss lAutelia Boyce
President's address-- Mrs leecher
Firm report of onedential commit-
tee-- Miss Elaaheth ttinnott
Reading of ininutes -Miss Lillian
Li—
cerrespondIne secretary
- -Mies lialdon Hardin
iteimirt of gi Al fed. ration *sere-
tars. Mrs Charles P. %Veneer
R. port of t restorer - Mrs M.
Report of special enflame.. 4111
eduirtional funds Mrs Thereni
Iiall 
Consideration of ameadment to
constitute/a.
AppoIntment of spriest cemmittees
Business consideratkeis
Adjournment,,
'Luncheon at Woman's club houss•.
given by Delphic, Maiming. sad Kai
ossophic clubs
Weelsseuedsy. 2 to. as.
Reading of minutes-- Miss Lillian
Lindsey.
Report -of auditor-- Mrs. Luther C
Willis.
Two-minute report of (-Mho.
Report or arts and crafts eellunit-
tee- -Mei. J. R. Morels).
Address- -Fireside huluetrien -Mrs
John Wirt Dinamore.
Incidental business.
Adjournment.
Wednesday, p. m.
'Reading of minutes Miss Lill an
Lindse.v.
Introduction of Mrs. Hubbard S.
musk-al director
Adjournment.
Reception of federation micelle and
ehiltom by Matinee Musical club anteaeosd 1,antats at Kentuclry Ayres*.
Presbyterian church.
ANOTHER LINER ItalrOltli.
--
Luhltanip Make* Trip Prom NewTort, to QUIPPIWWWW11 ill Five Ifters-
Queenstown, June 2--The Limi-
table broke her mud-bound record
over the long course from New Yoikto this port by two hours and 43minutes, covering the distance of
2,132 knot, In five days, 4 hours and10 Minutes. The lemitanla reported
here at 2:0,5 this morning and then
proceeded to Liverpool. The ,best
Previous record of the Lusitapla overthe roursw was 5 days, 7 Metre sad1:1 minutes
Mr Jae* fialloway, of Memphis,ttnve trig freight agent limethei Ithsall•elite, Chattanooga & It, Louis rail-
road, Is is the eity
Seas,
I.
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Help one of your Mends to win
one of those _Flind prizes ix The
Sun's $2,000 contest. The/rst ij
worth POO, the second OK the
third POO. Ste Particulars on
page 8. :
THE LOCAL NEWS
-Forms for real estate agents for
gale at this office.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadway. Phone 19G.
-We can give you the finest car-
riages in the city for wedding, ball
and theater calls. Our mires are low
Cr thin those charged for like service
Iii any city in America. Our service
M second to none, and the best in this
city. Palmer Transfer Company.
- Mr. Ed Cburshfield. of Bridge
street. is thought to be in a dAhg
• conditiou. lie has been sick for soin.'•
• lime.
a , -Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the
a. • lit city for a few swaths, and I have at-
a quired an Interest In his bissluess and
shall look after it for him. Any In-
formation with reference to any
branch of it will receive prompt at
tention if you will call up The Sun
office, Both phones 358. E. J. Pax-
ton. ,
--City subscrthers to The, nary
Ken who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify MIT col-
listors or make the requests direct
to The Son oMce. No attention will
be paid to suck orders when given
13 earrers. Sun Publishing Co.
-1.adIes• and tosat'cluen'e steel'
and Panasos hats cl.entel. Work
9 guaranteed New, York Shiite Parlors.
401i% Broadway, •
W. 1, Bowers was given twig-
INWIDI In Juidice Emery's court tel
$65'aprinet C. W. Woods. A li King
• 1 and Martin liabeek.. The action grew
aik. -out of a tierce trade.
11.• - If you want to see how Bran:nee
Lawn Grass Seed grow, look 'a 1.. W.
Hennebergees Roost_ window. platted
May 1Ctits
- reit Page's short order restate
tole 123 South Seemed.
- For hones numbers, door plates,
brass stencils. brass and aluminum
(heck. of all kinds, rubber tyle slink
markers. Ree The Diamond Stamp
Works. 115 Routh Third. Phone 258
The eharees against Ed Scott
were tontinued until Monday by Vag-
blotto b en motion of the mo-
re sewn The sont/nuanee was want-
ed ha cause of the illuests of one of
the wisneeess
• -Cameras. Cameras. Cameras, sad
kodak supplies of all kinds at R. D
Clements &.Co.
• After using our exterminator ana
P doesn't clean out your roaches. mere
or rata It costs Fog nothing- if it
does the price is only 25e. Kamlei-
ter, the grockr. _ _
• To rid your eideten house of
miles and lice, use Lee's lice killer
M J 1(0011 Seed Co.
Felix G. Rudolph was reeppolat-
ad public administrator by Count)*
Judge Lightfoot yesterday and his
retests? bond was offered and ac-
cepted
f
a 4
•••••••••••••••••••••
Cream of Tkrtar
anfl
Sulphur Lozenges
Are a palatable combination
of two of the greatest spring,
remedies kifirwil to science.
Everyone can remen bet. the
vile taste and the wholesome
r-freet of these same r•rnediela
wl en ndministered by (trend-
ma, but unless you have tried
these lozenges you don't
know how agreeable to take
Cream of Tartar and TulphUr
can
tem
feel
be made. lire-sleet sys-
renovator yet; make you
as good as new.
10c a Box
Gilbert's Drug Store
41h sod Broadway
Wilber Phase 111%
NEWS OF COURTS it IN SOCIAL CIRCLES
I. (levee togart.
A suit for divorce was tiled in cir-
cuit court by Dan Hall against MatY
Hall. The. couple were married Fete
tuary 15, 1901, and lived together
until ifto 23, 1908, when they sepa-
rated.
The American-German National
bank was giviot a judgment for
1324.04 against W. C. Stanford and
J. S. Peal and property mortgaged to
secure the debt ordered sold.
A :arge number of answers and
motions to complete the record in
civil suits were entered today and
prospects are that the next term of
court will be a busy one, as many
cases will tte ready for trial.
No Police Court.
For the drift time in a mooth there
was no pollee court. But two arreats
have been made this mon& and in
each ease the defendant was wanted
out of the elly. There are several
oases pending In the court that are
set for trial this week. The dullness
has struck the police, and no lustier
how diligently they work they can
find nothing.
•••••
HOTEL ARRIVALS
Palmer- -R. L. Thornton, St. Lod's,
W. W. Mebeau. New York; it. W.
Kellogg, Isoulevellbse le- • R. Smith
l'itshurg: J. C. Galloway, Memphis.
Ed Rank. Lincoln. Neb.; L. R. Gilbert,
St. Louis.
Itelvisiere- -W. P: Edwin, Little
Hoek; J. A. Anderson, St. Louis; C.
E. Barnett, Maytteld; C C. 1Vbitiock
hmoed. Va.; E. Is Elam. Nast-
tine: E. Baugh, Itnookport; J. S
Stuckey. Van Wert. 0.
New Richmond Arthur Arrington.
Moscow; W. G. rash, Gurnlis; P. J
Hill, Bowling Green; G. Mitchell.
Cbattain, ill , Ed Miller, Metropolis:
H. S. Streeter, St. Louis; S. L. Dale.
kern.
()Melia Forecants.
The Ohio from Evansville to Pa-
ducah will eontieue falling for several
days. At Cairo slight change with
a falling tendency during the next
24 to 36 hours. • -
The Tennessee from Florence to
the mouth will continue falling dur-
ing the next se hours.
The Mississippi -from (-bestir to
slightly above Cairo will continue ris-
me during the next 30 hours reaching
slightly over 28.0 feet at Cape Girar-
deau.
The Wabash at Mt. Carmel will con
tissue falling.
Tlw !argent Steer.
What s perbans the largest steer
ever slaughtered by Paducah butchers
was killed yesterday afternoon by
Setts Le Schmidt. butchers on the
market. The eteer was bought from
Graves' counts near Mayfield. and
weighed 1.770 setunds before killed.
After being dressed and made ready
for the market the steer weighed 974
pounds. The hide alone weighed la
pounds. About 4:10 pounds will, be
the average net weight of a butch-
ered steer, and it Is rarely that the
Paducah butchers get cattie weighing
Over 800 pounds. The steer was three
years old and was a pet. It had
Avery attention and walked into the
ealughter house.
Card of Thanks.
The Ladies Monte society
44 the Trimble Street Methodist
ctionii wish to express their appreeia-
lion to the public for Me liberal pat-
ronage at their dinner, the enciety
feel. iereatly indebted to Mr. Louie
lienneberger for the use of his store
*filch he loaned to ns in hI4 most gray
huts manner. Ithodea-Burford com-
pany kindij helped us out by provid-
ing chairs and tables white we greatly
appreciated.
(10 id M !TIME.
•
"The mere fact ti! being
smartly dressed Is a strong men-
tal steno :ant and the 111111 WI),
is shabby and knows it. Is often
lertscapable than his well d6outed
mental inferior."
A Londen speCialist.
tiere'sthe mental
bracer at our shop; fancy
mixtures.. One of these
$15 suits will make you
feel and look like a mil-
lionaire. Worth $20.
See Window
Display
41014041stostorvilfeteeseasse.PY,96
efsseisetwertfoefisefootod.
River stages.
  201.5 0.0 st'd
Chattanooga   5.4 0.0 st'd
Cinclnpati  17.4 6.5 fall
Evansville   19.6 2.1 fall
Florence .  4.1 0.4 fall
Johnsonville   7.0 0.7 fall
Louisville  7.6 1.14 fall
Mt. Carmel  8.0 3.3 fall
Naahville  10.0 0.0 ard
Pittsburg   6.9 0.3 fall
St. Louis 27.6 0.2 rise
Mt Vernon 241.1 1.9 fall
Paducah . 24.3 0.3 fall
--
Rier stage at 7 o'clock this morn-
ing read 2:1::0. a fall of .8 since yes-
terday morning
The John S. Hopkins was in from
Evansville this morning on time with
a big tests of Insight and itessteneers.
-he returned at. 11 o'cloek with a
eeod trip abseil'.
The_ Joe Feeler will be the Evans-
ville, isseket tomorrow morning. The
Joe went to Evansville yesterday with
one rudder. On the way down Stun-
day both rudders •were' - damaged
while making a landing at lbosielair
and had to be taken off at Paducah
(or repairs. One. rudder was put
swig on the beat but the other will
not be put on tilt the Joe arrives to-
morrow.
The Dick Fowler had a big trip of
ft...tight and passenger J when she pull-
ed out for Cairo this morning. She
will'return tonight at 7:2",t_
The eitv of Sahel° will be In from
Si. Louis this afternoon or early this
vesting on her way up the Tennessee
The H W. ButtorlY will be in to-
night from Nashville and will leave
on a return trip at noon tomorrow.
The Royal arrived from Golconda
this morning with a good trip of
freight and pa,reengers, and returned
at A.o'clock this afternoon with a b.g
trip.
The Centre, Cowling rnaJe two
trips from Metropolis bere return
today doing a big naseenger and
(relight Mothers on each trip
The Iletaletta arrived front th -
Cumberland last ;light wit% three
Largest of tiest and weir, down the river
to Joppa this morning with her tow
to be unloaded.
The steamier Clyde arrived from
this...Tennessee last night with a hi--
rip of lumber and ties. She went to
Metropolis; to be unioad.el and will
return and take on feelebt peestaritsr
to leave tomorrow night at 6 o'clo.-k
for the Tennewee.
Si Molluskt, second clerk. on the
Dick Fowler. was sick today and Al
Rittierehoitee went on the Dick as sec-
ond clerk
The roof,o0 the wherfboat is beIng
tarred ami graveled today.
The Hardwick. one of the combine
towboats of Cairo, was sent to Padu-
cah to have some boiler sheet• made
The R4111144 II Lord expects to get
711Vay the late of thie week for White
river after a tow of ties; for the Ayer
Lord Ti. company.
The H W. Buttorff was hell back
at Naldiville for a few daya and will
net be in until Weelneaday morning,
and will return at r_oon the came day.
not making the short trip to darke-
st!), this. week.
Cairo
- The Woman's Home Mission so-
d"y of the Trimble Street Methodist
church met with Mrs. F. M. 'Burger.
1512 South fifth street, yesterday
afternoon. The meeting was ap Im-
portant one.
--All members of Manchester
Grove who intend taking part in the
drill team will pease be at Jersey
ramp hall,. Third and Elizabeth.
Th utsday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Nora Joidon. Clerk.
-The. big fish caught by Captain
itteekseiridge end George Itichiseetu
well be served for lunch to their
Mends tomorrow night at 14 o'clock
at die Mecca Sk1000. The fish will be
prepared by Waiter Seek, the baker
which is en ammiranee that it will be
alsIl...-rved. Everyone it, Invited
RIVER NVS
Justice Harlan 73.
Wa.hIngton, Julie 2.-Juittlee John
M. Harlan, of the United Skates su-
preme court, received the et:ingratiate-
Dons of his hosts of friends on the
'occasion of his seventy -filth birthday.
hurtlea. Harlan is the dean of the as-
sociate polities. both in Orra aid in
point of service. Though he is about
three months younger than Mr. Chief
Justice Fuller, he had been a digni-
fied occupant of the supreme bench
for ten years when the latter was
made presiding judge.
Mira Cullom's. iliseawas.
MM. Semite Cullom. of Bowling
Green. Is use guest of Miss Mamie
Itaynhani, librarian of the Cisriesge..
public library. Miss Cullom was a
teacher In the Paducah school.: during
the 19.05-6 session, and taught both
at the Washington and Franklin build
thee., Mho Cullom is at present of the
Greensburg , High school. _at(' has
been re-elected next yell*. - the
principalship of Miss 01111,0111 the
school has had its most successful
year. In addition to her duties as
principal 'Mho Cullom occupies the
chair of mathematics. The Greens-
burg Recotgl. says:- "Greensburg has
just closed one of the moat successful
rnd satisfactory school sessions that
has been taught here for 20 years.
The corps of teachers was seleeted
with great care, and such teachers are
cct easily obtained in this day of ed-
ucational progrese. No tint.. should
he lost in securing their servircs for
the fell term, as we are‘inlornied that
Wpm'. of them have had propositions
front other places. We feel safe in
saying that if it should be I. ft to a
Mrs. Ruth -Hale of Murray. Is viavote of the patrons of the school that
nine rotes out of every ten would be iting her brother, Fireman Bud Gip-
cast thethe present faculty." son, and other relatives in the city.
Mr. add Mrs. Thomas C. Leech
have returned from a two weeks' visit
at Dawson Springs.
Mr. and Mrs. (lharlee Riddle left
Monday for Blythe, Ark., for the
benefit -of her health.
Mrs. E. R. Dutt, 61.3 North Fourth
street, 'Went to Oakland, Ind:, yester-
day to visit relatives.
' Mrs. Mary Sheffield; of Chicago, is
visiting her mother. Mrs. C. F. Lamb,
of South Tenth street.
Miss Ruth Pickering. of Princeton.
Is visiting Mies Mae Frederick, of
Sixth and Monroe street.
Messrs. Guy Lockwood and Louis
letter will return June IL from Kan-
kakee, 111., where they are attending
school.
Miss Majorie Loving will arrive
home front Denver, Col., in a few days
where she has been attending school
all winter.
Miss Carrie GrIalth • will return
home Tuesday from Bristol, Va..
where she was graduated this week
from Sullina College,
Mr. Davte Adams and Mr. D. L.
Adams spent Monday in Paducah en
route from Smithland to Oklahoma,
where dies. may locate.
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Clark and
son Hal. or At. ..401310. have arrived to
;het MS etld Hes. K., C. Clark, of
Thirteenth 'street and Broadway..
Miss Nell Stansberry, of New York
City, and Miss Florence Baker, of Me-
tioisolle, i1., are the guests of Mrs.
E. E. Buck, 9 ii Tennessee street.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Smith re-
turned to their home in Crossett.
Ark., today after a visit to Mr.
:teeth's lather, W. H. Smith. at Lit-
tle Cypress.
Mr. Hezekiah Leigh will ',turn
from the Hall-Moody institute Mar-
en, Tenn., this week. He has been
studying for the ministry of the Bap-
tist church.
Misses Lucile Pursier, May, Craig
and Anna Ifhwerth. of Nobleeville.
Dols are tItiegtiests Ws week of Miss
Marguerite' Caroagey, of South Sev-
enth street.
Mr. Obis, Wheeler and Miss Birdie
Wheeler have gone to Colorado (Or a
monfh's visit for Mr. Wheeler's h'ealth.
Mr. Charles Spillman, who has been
In Hot, Springs for rheumatism, has
returnee much improved.
Cap.. ‘Brack Owen- went to Hop-
kins county this mornng to look after
mining interests.
Hon. Jake Corbett. of Ballard
county, is in the city the guest of his
brother, Mr. Hal Corbett.
Mrs. George Johnson. -of Mayfield.
was here this morning en mile to
Murray to vieit her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas W. Patterson.
R. E. Brassfield. manager of the
independent telephone exchange at
Murray, was here this Morning en
route to that place from Barlow.
where he visited his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmet Holland have
returned to their home at Murray.
after visiting Dr. H. F. Williamson
and family,.
Miss Edna EadesNand Miss Carrie
Baiter left today for HopkinsvIlle.
where Miss teAdes will be the guest
of Miss Baker. 'Miss Baker has been
visiting In the city for a week.
The following Paducahans left this
morning Tor Chicago to attend the
meeting' of the National Medical as-
sociation: Dr. and Mrs. Frank Boyd.
Dr. and Mrs. B. B. Griffith. H. P.
Sights and C. E. Purcell.
Mr. and Mrs. Hardin Griffith, ol
Marshall county, are visiting Raleigh
Wilson and lonely.,
VIrdl Quartet. •
Encores were frequent for the Ver-
di quartet of Chicago at the Eagles'
bulletin* last night, before an amine
eiativ.. eudiettee of music lovers. The
suartet eustained Its repataCen for
quality Itid wt11 rematn over to give
trreeleal Wednesday evening for the
state re-du-aeon fleeting, at Ti,. Ken-
tucky Avenue Presbyterian church.
Mrs. Witte, Miss Almendlneer, Mr.
%Vine and Mr. Titus. with Mbs. Park-
'r acu ompanist. were heard in the fol-
loseing favorites, as well as other
numbers: "Quartet from Rigoleito,"
"June" and "Rosstry," solos by Slis.s
Almendinger; "Miserere," from II
Trovatore, tenor and soprano durt-by
Mr. and MTS. Wile; "Vision Fugi-
%VP, bass solo by Mr. Titus; a trio
from Faust jsy Mrs. Witte. Mr. Witt.,
and Mr. Titus; the sextette from
Lucia, "Drink to Me With Thine
Eyes," r'Old English," and "Love Me
and the World Is Mine," by Mr. Wit-
te; duet from La Forts Del la-stino.
by Mr. and Mrs. Witte; "1 Know a
Lovely Garden," and "The Moon's Se-
sret." by Ws. Witte, and "Good
..,•om Martha, by the quartet.
fiagen Pirate.
MISS Ana Larkin. of the 'A fourtt.
grade of the Washingteyn building,
chaperoned a picnic of her pupils to
Wallace park last evening.
Ice Cream Social.
The Junior Epworth League of the
Trimble Street Methodist church will
rtain the church member, and via-
!tors with an ice cream social at the
-buret tonight.
Caro. Diern Club.
The _tirpe Diem club will meet this
evening with Miss Anna Harlan at her
home, 1418 South Fourth street.
• •Weddiug Iswitatioum,
levitation* have been received in
this city to the wedding of Miss En
dora Farley, dalighter of Captain Ed-
ward Farley, state treasurer of Ken-
tucky. and Mr. James Clement Lang-
don. of Rick Island. III., which will
be solemnised on Tuesday afternoon
June 9. at 2 o'clock at the St. Fran-
cis de Sales church in Paducah.
Miss Far:ey has visited here fre-
quently as the guest of Mir Marie
Glauber. of Twenty-second street.-
Cairo Bulletin. •
Hinkle-Rianks tVedding.
The marriage of,Mr. Henry Blanks
and 'Miss Mary Hinkle. both of elin-
kleville. Kys, was solemnized yester-
day afternoon at 4 o'clock In the par-
lor of the Planters' House.sludite Al-
fred Coining. officiating -Cairo Bul-
letin.
Graduates From Michipas.
invitations have been received In
the city by freinds announcing the
graduation of Mile. Grover Burns, of
this city, from the law department of
the University of,Michigan, the week
beginning June 14. , Mr. 'Burns has
attended the university the past three
sears. and 'trashes the mum. with a
good record. Before entering Mr.
Burns took special special work at
the High school. Mr. Burns le- a
nephew of Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Bar-
bour, of North Third street. and has
resided with them. He will -return
here to spend the summer, but has
not decided where he will locate.
Cogitate Wedneaday Night.
Phasing news to the state federa-
tion will be found in the igtotiriee-
ment that the sacred rant • "Vic-
tory Divine," will be_the feature of
the musical Wednesday evening at
the Ktinatiteky Avenue Presbyterian
church. 'Arningemeats could not be
made to retain the Verdi quartet and
this delightful cantata, which made
so favorable an impression on an au-
dience at the Woman's club last
month, will be repeated for the belle
fit of the federation delegates and
local club members. The seine sing-
ers will give the cantata: Mines
Anne Bradshaw and Jule Scott and
Mrs. Lehi Wade Lewis. sopranos:
Meatlames W. C. (tray and George B.
Hart, altos; Mr. filavin Mall, tenor:
Messrs. Raked Scott add Emmett
Bagby. bassos. Miss Virginia Newell
announce, a rehearsal In her studio.
Sixth and' Monroe streets, this even-
ing at 7 o'clock.
Committee Meeting.
Was Elisabeth Sin mot rha wrest'
of the Credential and Badge commit-
tee, requests a meeting of the coat-
110ARD OF WORKS MEETING
POSTIIONED UNTIE. TONIGHT.
On account of the unavoidable ab-
sence of two members of the board.
the meeting advertised to be held
this afternoon at 3 o'clock has been
postponed until 7 o'clock tonight. 14
RICHARD RUDY, President.
.5 tier Wee Flowers and (lee
rite Robertson wrangled over • pair
of i.e hooks galucd at Sti mat
• and mode court costs, lawyers' fees
and otber astklitionat expense• t
O the amount of appro‘Insately 14:30,
91agta4riate U. W. F:atery decide
d In favor of George ibrbertmon. Wea
F'Iro.• ors, a rival ice dealer. age
ged Oast Robertson took from his ice
wagon a pair of hooks. .1  writ
of dent en, ii us taken out In Magic-
trate Emery', eourt.,.hut Robert
won gave leant' anti mtalnell lasesea.itsa
of the Ise l.10., lesterilay afters§
(14111 lime V% ii, 001111kleleill. The
caste is too Ninon to appeal.
netlee tomorrow morning at 9
o'clock at the Woman's club. The
tenunettee is tousposed of Meadow.
J. W. Scott, Henry Rudy, David
'Flournoy. E. H. Bringhurst. VernonBlythe, Charles W. Thompson, W. BMills. •
Mrs. Joseph Miller returned yester-
day from a visit in Mayfield to Mrs
J. R Lemon,
Mr. George W. Dickerson. of Grand
Rivera, was in the city today on a
business trip.
Miss Maude Champion, of Smith-
land, is visiting Miss 011ie Manning.
1836 Bridge street.
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Harkey, of
Kevil, have returned home after vis-
iting their daughter, Mrs. L. G. Sears,
of Tyler.
Captain Richard A. Preston, who
has just recently returned from the
Philippines. and hag been visiting his
sister, Mrs. Frank. Coburn, 1428
Broadway, for two weeks, left early
this morning for Memphis, where he
will visit for a few days and -then will
go to Arkansas City to locate in busi-
ness.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom P. Coburn, who
have been visiting Mr. Coburn's
parents, will return to their home in
Arkansite City tonight.
HART'S
The Place 2 Buy
Lawn Swings,
Lawn Hose,
Lawn Mowers,
Lawil Sprinklers,
Lawn Sickles,
Refrigerators,
Ice Chests,
Water Coolers,
Ice Cream Freezers,
Screen Doors,
Screen Windows
All real good goods at
real reasonable prices.
I GEO. 0. II Incorporated.RT& SONS CO.
WANT ADS.
sir POUND-One black bicycle, owner
il i an get same ty identifying and pay-
," ing charges Old phone 21-30.
t WANTED-- Second-hand -shelvi-ng.-Paducah Printing and Bookbinding4 Company.
Subscribers inserting want ads in
The Bun will kindly remember that
all such items are to be paid for whoa
the ad is laserted, the rule applying
to every ewe without exception-
1.0.13. DRY wood New phone 919.
FOR DRYwod old Phone 2361.,
-FOR RENT-Apartment in Heal
Flats, 511 Adams.
-TOR RENT=Furnish- ed room with
or without Ward, 419 Sou* Third.
FOR RENT-Two furnished teems.
Fifth a.41 Jackao:N., Pha.,
.."ICVANTEI17-77cro tie-cond-fi-
Paddle ceiling fans. New p_hose 9421.
LAWN MOWERS sharpened and
adjusted at John Greif's, ill Wash-
ington street.
kOR REN1--Five room gat, mod-
ern conveniences. Apply 603 North
Sixth, Gee, Rawiefgh.
J. B. IIORGaiN Dome Micreliff;
general repairing, rubber Urea WS
Beata Third.
CARPENTER contractor. Prompt
attention to repairing. Call M. E.
Moore. New phone 528.
1.-OR SALE - Square Steinway
piano. Must sell at once. $36. CMS
at 1:4 South Second street, city.
'FOR RENT-Three unfurnished
rooms, 409 South Fourth. Old phone
862.
FOR SALE cheap; go-cart, as good
as new, Phone 1640, or call at 1011
South Third.
WANTED-To buy bay horse,
13% 'hands high. Apply F. N. Gard-
ner Jr.. Co.. 114 South Third.
-0009 PASTURES, 300 acres run-
ning water. Apply to Tbos. E. Lydon
Or phone 675 Cr 1261.
POSITION WANTED-By young
man willing to work. Address- B.
care Sun.
WANT)-Two or three rooms
for light housekeeping. Address .1t,
ö A.. care The Sun.
TAKE YOUR CLEANING and
pressing to Solomon, the tailor. 522
Broadway. The man who does good
work and promptly. Old phone 523-a
FURNISHED front room, for gen-
tleman only. Three blocks from Fifth
and Broadway. Electric light and
bath. Old phone 13,82.
LOST-One gold pin, harp design,
between Sixth and Jefferson, High
school or at echeaol. Return to 531
Jefferson.
PASTUSA 1--Two hundred acre.
good, shady, plenty water and more
grass than 100 horses can eat. Apply
John W. Roof. Phones 745.
ARTS & MASON successors to Mu
.1. W. Agars/. Shop 709 South Fifti•
street. All kinds of fixture and oth.
carpenter woe*.
GET ou1' mai old suit of last year
and have it cleaned and pressed
Janges.Deffy, loath Nin'h near Broad
way, and It will look like new.
HORSE FOR SALIC-Good work
horse at a bargain. Apply Georg.
Skelton, 817 South Fifth. Old phone
2281.
FOR RENT--;Apartment in Sat
SOucil fiats. also three room hoes.
1028 Monroe street. Apply to W. E
CAsc h ran .
-WILL pay a reasonable price for
residenee of eight or ten rooms eon
eenteetly !located. Address 0.
care The Sun.
R Y ED -prom' I.946 Mort
Thirteenth street Friday night, a mei
pOrIV mare Report information of
her whereabouts Oa Fred McOreary.
FOR SALE--One 14 horse-power:
gasoline engine. FranklAinake. Suit-
able ft r gasoline boat. Newly 
overauled. Will sell at a bargain. Ad-
dream V. 1. Knowles, care Sun.
FOR SALE-Thoroughbred horse,
$200, and one fine mare 4 years, 7
gates, well trained. $1-75. Each 16
hands, dark bay match. The fastest
teem in the country; gentle; together
$450. C. R. Kiener, Metropolis,
LADIES ATTENTION - The re-
fillable Home for ladies before and dur-
g eonfigement. First-class in every
ay, lefiesSalry rooms, firetelass phy-
sicians and nurse. Good board. Terms
moderate. Dr. Mary Howard, Cla-
tinned, Ohio, 430 Clark street.
IVANtillb--Fer U. S. army: able-
bodied in married men between ages
of 11 evil 35; citizens of the United
tatee, of good characte- add temper.
e"iabits, who can speak, read and
Sat Itnellah. Men wanted for
"service la Cuba and the Philippines.
For information apply to Recruiting
Meer, New Richmond HOUDS, Pa-
ducah. Ity.
Notice.
Certificate of deposit No. 7620,
issued by Citizens' Savings bank Feb-
ruary 3. 19418. for $75 has been lost
and payment been stopped.
E. J.' GREEN.
Miss Alma Kopf, of Fifth and Mad-
ison streets, has gone to Chicago to
visit her aunt. Mrs. Richard Lawson.
WHEN
You Want Any
Printing
.You Usually
Want it at Once
 T H E
Sun Job Rooms
Pbsse 3511-1
Does kiods of priollog
olt>0
We have the Men who know
how to do your work Just as
It should be done, and we
make an effort all all times to
give you just what you want
Let us figure with you the
next time you need any print-
ing-probably we can save
you some money. We heavy
we can give you eatisteesory
work, and give it to you
protUrly.
•
•41,
Put-This Stove in
Your Kitchen
It is wonderfully
convenient to dtli
kitchen work on a
stove that's ready
at the instant wanted,
and out of the way the
moment you're done.
Such a stove is the New
Perfection Wick Blue
Flame Oil Cook-Stove.
By using it you avoid the
continuous overpowering
heat of a coal fire and cook
with comfort, even in dug-
days. The
NEW PERFECTION
Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook-Slov
is so constructed that it cannot add perceptibly to the heat of
a room; the flame being directed up a retaining chimney to
the stove top where it is needed for cooking. You can
see that a stove sending out heat in but oast di-
rection would be preferable on a hot day to
a stove radiating heat in all directions. The
"New Perfection" keeps a kitchen uniformly
comfortable. Three sizes, fully warranted.
If not with your dealer, write our nearest agency.
TuRa, °Lamp i dealis the
lamp
far f3Mily use-safe,
conven, economical and a great light
giver. It not with your dealeee nte our near-
Mg agent
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
(Incorporated
Oteitli I hear your nova' has
*treacly aielearcill ill its sixila eaotiaa.
How di 1 yoa In le :amp. se,
ehenomenally impular?
.Ssrulbe---Vcity simple. I tett a -ter-
- -tonal" in the • papers ,-.0•tig I was
'locking fr-r a wife who is sam.thing
liks the heroin of nty 110'. *1. Within
two days the flea ed..ion was sold out.
--Tit-Bits.
It's notmuch use MT an empty lire
to worry about its immorta:ity.
%loaner or 'later the chronie kicker
gets his feet in it. •
It ulna (all 3 r11.141
" EN' ii .f he .ierti, with )ou.
trio- ern': Ii, I eAt ut h a foal e-c
'f) d th .1forinal on.
Km HUSTLERS
AT BELLE VILLE
Will he Entertained There Fri-
(lay and Saturday.
Ilistocy of organisation and plans or
1.1) to .11tollifte l'hiotrwantle. of
1 %iwitotw.
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS MF:MIIERS
'4T lower:-Rehandling-grades were
somewhat neglected And value,, eere;''
off a bid or two. Manufacturing
grades were in want supply, but were
readia absorbed at steady prier-
ay. :a-ding to the monchls report of .
the Loulaville Leaf Tobacco Exchange.
auction sales during May imounted to
7 005 hogsheads and private FateS to
CAM. making ;he total 14,05:1. (.0m-1
pared with s.,,eo in May ate' yeer.
11,042 in 100.6 and S. Wf. in 111:01.
V.r9111 JaanerY I to date eales totaled
7!.1132 hogsheads, agniiim t;7, see last
ear and 811.514 in Itifie. Of the May
total 772 hogsheads were..nce burley.
2 453 old, 3.756 new dark and 1.071
;Itt dark. Of the 1937 crop there
bave been sold in the local market
415,164 hogsheads, against 62.751 of
nierli06 crop to this date last year
and )13,113 of the 1905 crop to this
'date In 19416. Meier-dome for May
'were 22 per cent. of auction sales.
The St. Louts G;obe-Democrat eon- 'against 14 last year anta the year De-
tains the following account of the fore.
teomn shing Egyptian Hustlers' conven- Leval stocks ran gsk 2, 4:4 ho-io: 
.
The nervous strain through whi heads during the month, receipts he-
Tiver.tvailv. hundred traveling hen dressmakers have to pasnat certain in g 4.4132.hogsheads and deliveries
' dh
and their 2.5,00n friends of St. Louis seasons of the year seems almost be.. In the same month last seer
and southern Illinois will next Thurs- yond endurance, and- frequently receipts were 4,6C7 and deliveries
day morning take charge of Belie- i__nngs on Den-oust pros ra
ve. and for three days and nights mg ttizziPess.
vent ion •of the Egyptian Htistelrs, to
be held in that city Thursday. Friday
and Saturday.
The Egyptian Hustlers is an or-
ganization of the members of the
Travelerte Protective association;
formed in 1903 for the purpose of
high earnlval ane sixth annual 
the and a gineral 
breaking demi of the
until life seemsfeminine system,
will be a:: their own during
altogether miserable.
For all overworked women there
Is One tried and true remedy.
LYDIA L PINKHART
VEGETABLE COMM
restores the frininlne system to ameeting three days annually and strong, Ilealthet ROM Vontliti01holding a festival In furtherance of
the sphit of fraternity and good fel- Mn.. Elta Griffin, of Park St., Can-
Ineable. During :these festivals all ton, N.Y., writes to Mrs. Pin am:
manner of notel contests are given. "I was troubled for three years with
for whiei testi)* "eflf: P7--.7EPIr'teminaly ide, hailLeadachackachea. enaltala :Maine
and mannfarturers. 
miserabe and diecouraged, for doctors
are offered by the wholesale houses l 
gave me no relief. Lydia K. Pink hara's
It wr.," at Anna. T':.. on April 2. VegetablaCompound brought bark my
1,03, that the Egyptian Hustlers hat health and made is. feel better than
its conception and birth at the hands "lir before*"
of a handful of traveling men. seven. FACTS FOR SICK 110111111.inThe total value of the telegraph _ number. whose terrtory- comprised For thirty .earit 
Lydia E. Mik-
and tel. phone 'ale poles sold in this§ that part of soutern Illinois known
a,/ Egypt. o. nal sea were Vtlit;t4414 coulP°Iind• wade
i .uiltr3 duram 1906 was $9.471.171,
ti. from roots an herbs, has been theJ. O. Ames. Jciseph Poupeney. 
Hen ger , Albert C. Ooelitz. H. C. 
standard remedy for female Ills.
Alexander. George W. •Dekker and 
andhaq positively cured thousands of
Telly Deherty. all of whoa' repre- 
women who have been troubled with
P .. inlarnnIation, tth'er*.rented business houses of St. 1,0ola. fi011, fibroid Dumont, irregularities,The present effirers are: Joseph
Poupeney, . presdeet: .1. M. Mitchell. 
reriodic Nine, backache, that hear-
ng-dewn feeling, fiat ulenee, indiges-
vice;ercs idert: A:bert 0. Goe:itz, wee- tion,dirri time or nervous prost ration.
retary. and J. E. Carroll. treafturer. Why don't you try it'
These officers are in full (name of
the sixth annual meeting at Belle-
Wat's Little Early Risers. the fa-
mous liver pills. are sold by all 613.4-
gists.
TI:, sic :id ,s usualv willing to
tor a man who knows
whri h. - ing.
ABRAM L WEIL & CO.
salle, and are .being ably assisted byINSURANCE AGENTS sixteen commliteee of ..the organiza-
tion and the BellevIlie cititen's com-
mittee.
Fire,
Life, •
Accident,
HealC,,
Liability,
Automobile,
Office Phones pdeit339
Steam Boiler,
Boods,
Plate GIs"
Cargt,
Hull,
Elevator.
Residence Phones  72*"%eta 7211
Comptoll Ittjiidlrssg, tletcluCrat's. FCY-
assammersasessmarie
'CRYSTAL THEATER
Presenting Superb Vaudeville
The Great Levaja
Wire Equilil)rist.
Kennedy Vincent
Arthur Browling
Tlit
"The Rags
In a t•ensational Comedy Sketch.
Mr. Dan L. Sparits
In the 1,litest Ilhostreted
THE CRYSTALSCOPE
Amateur Contest Next Thursday Evening
Anniver*.ary 13111
1"2 SIX YEARS IN PADUCAH
I'anl's Ink, per quart -2-- 25C
Carter's, Sanford, ftft.irtl, Diamond or Keller's, per qt._ 57C
These are certainly woith the money 
Keleon Pens, absolutely guarasteed, per gross  50c
Lead Petards, Eagle Alpina No. 2, a regular ue pencil,
per dozen 25C
These Prices for this Week Only
Prices cut in every line of ;roods. Watch the newspacera for
further announcements: Better still, mune down awl see the Mee-
Lionel values that we oder, We want you VI remember our store and
Our methods during the next six years.
WilsonnuThat's All
DRESS-
!AKERS
Er*. Plnkbam Invites all skit
women to write her for advice.
She has gelded thousands Ss
health. Address. Lyon, Maas.
technics at the fair grounds, and a
gland ha:: at Liederkranx Usli
On Ft day mornng there will be
reveille at C o'clock. foliowed by con-
TOBACCO NEWS
.4.152. Front January 1 to date re-
c. lists were 54.534 and deliveries
1.0,647. Stocks in the local market
amount to 27..265 hogsheads. against
I6.27.41 at the close of May la,: year.
17.117. it1 -1906 and 19.24s In 1401.11
Cnsold stocks total 18,121 hogshead'.
against ecsaa last year and 4.998 in
19ot. Of present unsold stocs lo -
:".27 hogshead,. are Soalety of EquiO
1.61-1 five burley, 3.592 hr in
River and 2.'oet dark.
Ilioffikia I Queit aliases.
The following are lie larva:sat quo-
tations on lelf tobacco as complied
by the eommicee on quotations of
the tantteritte Leaf Tribeeco Exetien
for the week (tided May 20. 19oa.
11007 (ree Dark. -Mfg.
Trash Igr'n or mixed) $6 (m it 4;
Trash I sound I  C Lett 7
Common lugs  7 tiott 7
Medium lugs  7 ao ft s
(hod huts  S 7,O() 9
Common list ( short )  a 601? 9
Common leaf  9 l'erej to
aleiliam leaf  10 11.0 lif to
1:0od :ea(  11 400 ft 1.2
Floe and 'elections  12 410(I 1..2
Export.
Trash Igr'n or mixed 5.1 a.) U e 2.
Trash (sound)  6 *4.1 C 7 7•
Common lugs  6 77.1/ 7 (8u
Medium itLgt;  7 110 6 s Do
Good lugs  s Doer 9 00
Common leaf (short) 9 001r 9 MI
Common leaf  9 Too iff 10 00
M..d:um leaf  ' le 5001? ito
Good leaf  12 ne ft I:: rio
1
Pine and xeleetione.. 13 00014 tio
ReholdRag.
Good lugs $ 7 :tuft s 00
('ommon. leaf 'Mort) a 00 et ii trio
Comnron leaf  ''' 5 0 tr 9 uto
Medium  9 04010 00
Good  it. 0410(13 So
F'ne  II no et 12 qtal
Resekhriville Sake.
Ilopkinevine, I,t . June 2 - Goo I
'sales with firm prices marked th.• to-
tem least...co market the past week. Th.
demand was heavier than the previou-s week, ri 'cutting in inereased sulk.,
though net PO 1111011t as have been gold
l at other times during the seaman. tam,slelcrably over 24141 hogsheads weer
/
disposed of.
Tie Planters' Protective smocks-
lion sold 192 hogvheads at pr:ces in
'full accord with the tiehedule adopted
'by the organleation. As the 'lesson
l advance» the buyers spend more tins,at the salesroom and keep In ekes.
1
'tell* h with what Is on hand in ante-1-
pation of any orders which they may
recetre Reciipts amounted to 194
hogsheads for the week, or 6,003 for
1 ti. • -cas.m. The bulk of the tobaceo
has been delivered and receipts fromI
,now on will grow righter rapidly 'rte.
1
 sales last we. k , take the total for the
unap,in about tenvei. or one-third of
the reeejetts.
I WItRihe Society of Equity businesswas god at prices mating _from $7
Fa $10 for ine. and $140:,'i to $14 forear, the actual number of hogshead,told not being reported. -
I 11.morts front tbf. Planters- Protec
'rive association 90110n that tobacco all
over the district is moving steadily,
r .th frequent _big sales. Prices are
uniform tn accordance with the sealed
'tie and are satadactory to every ne in
her.
Smith & Scott flue.
The ihnitla & Scott Tobacco seem-
Pany purchaised 2.) hogsheads of leaf
tobacio at the association salesroom
yeiterday paying from 1014 to 12
tents for the tobacco. The ware-
housemen sample the tobacco sold
4111y and a continual stream of (+Peke
i• being sent pat from Pedumh es the
farmers whose tobacco is sold on the
total market..
E0011Rfr LIVICEWORT
for and Oustesalsiges
Per the-complete cure of Coughs.
Colds, Asthma and Broachitts and all
Lung enaiplaInta tending to Consump-
tion, Livrewort. Tar and Wild Cherry,
have for ages Maintained an eitale
(shed reputation as a standara Cough
ItemedA It contains no opium or
harmful drug: an be given weh
safety lo- children. Price $1 00. Sold
by druggists, Williams' M'f'g . Co
Props.. Cleveland, 0.
The krand hall of the recent Bor-
deaux expoaltlen will he re-erected
for the Marseilles exposition.
Cupid doesn't pay any attention
whatever to a flag of truce.
DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder Pillswill end at League park, where the"? 196 hogsheads. Roth air-cured and are proMpt and thorongh and will infeel game between lhe Hastiene;flred tobaccos averaged poor in moil- a saay short time strengthen theteam and the Belleville Morchintiedis Rad wSPp Ii. ettelitiffeetory condi- weakened- kidneys. Bold by allteam will take plate, the principal lion need or export grades of leaf druggists.Talephose 313. 313 Broadway. prise belne a solid silver loving cup. and lugs Ifiegodff condition mid reade - . Thursday light 01hr. Will lid baba :y at stela,' quotitless, but the same it fa no much easter to forget a fa-.....1000.11111.111111111.1111111111111111111111.11111111111111.11161110.11111111111611i coneerts oa the public agaart pyre. grades in soft order ruled from 1/4e to vor tin It Is to forgive an Injury.
a ,
SellerRie's 'Victory.
Be7:eville Inaugurated: a snbstane,
tia: and powerful winning movement
to land the Hustlers' Meeting at •the tinuous concerts hi massed hands onOlney convention in 1904. when the ptili:i, square and parades by theCairo came out victorious. A large Hast7er.- to the fair grounds. wherechlegation of Belleville Hustlers and will open the two dav al shootingother business men went to OlneS tournament. At 1:30 o'clock in thewith a band of nifty mnsielans and afternon there we: he fled daysowed there the feed which won for evemts at the fair ga•neds. and atSt. Clair eounty the 190s conveation,3:30 o'clock the flewer parade. Inin a most remarkable fight with Cen- which over loco traitti: decoratedtralia. Both Belleville and Centriiia '.0 tile's wili take pnrt. Vedas even-Fent spee!a trns to Cairo car-) Ins Ang 7:::.) o'clack wl he held .hobands of 1113fie arid 1200 businessMng Pompey parade, the most gm.-nien. In an effert to win the conven- zeeas feature or the e:Irri!val, Fol-lion this year. The vote for the next :owing thlx at S:30 o'c.'ock the grandconvention city was a tie on the first ono rt will begin at the Lyric the-ballot between Centralia and Bele- l ater. 'Mere will be over.2ao voicesvale. On the second ballot BelleTile and fifty tmr,tea: jnstraments falaiwon hi' a majority of seven votes'. It he Krontha: Lis lerun fel. Lieder-Ever . since the Cairo convention, krone Choral-Symphorri. West Belle-the Hustlers and the Belleville bust-, vile Harmony and Phllharniona. 50-!testi men and civic organitations.evt:„. At $ o'clock the rams ens_
have been working incessantly. night ,tumes ball will begin with the grandand day, for the greatest meeting march at Liederkranz ha.'
cver held by traveling men In thel The anneal eon of officerscentral west. The resn:t is a magnifi-: and 14.1Pet011 of the next conventionrent program of carnival events• with lefty will be held at ..the bfisinessover two car loads of valuable prizes meetingat the 14ii ;heater. &Dour_
attached. valued at $10.000. and ar- day a' g::10 a. m.. and at 9:710rangements for the entertainment of,ty.eabck there will he a :ad reeep-
tally 27,000 visitors. The prizes are.tion at Elks' hal:. Mearachile. therethe donations ifront vihoe'stiie houses will be continuous corcerts on theandemanufactriillar of St. Louis. C!!..- 'mbar square by the nets,...d •hands(ago. Indianapolis. Cincinnati. :Louts-, The flower parade a:: be repeated%lee, Terre Haute. Evansville, Inda'At 3 Crawls Sataida, afternoon. the
Belleville and numerous other eitics.iethit• snit dea.gatian accompanyingteisiness men contribot- it. This will be fol:nwed by a ball
ut 11-10.000 in cash to the Hustlers'learne at League parks between the
fund for the entertainment of theichampion Centralia White Sox andthousands who are expected to visit the flcleilie Treilev league team forlielieville nett Thursday. Friday and ithe championship of southern Illinois.ietturlas. iThese two team.: wi:: a so pay at
contra:4iand Murphychoro to convey Mist:eta' Marathon will ciose Satur-
Special trains vrill he run from Leaguepark Feday afternoon. The
the booster* from those cities,. who day afternoon's program.
will he in the fight for the next con-I Saturday night there will be avent:on. Other cities which will be .grand concert hr all of the combinedia the contest are East St. Louls.:sisie n g bandy 441,,4 '410 rt.,!..c:144
Harrisburg. Metropre. and Ming- bands on the puha( *weir.' and aham. 'general earnival and battle of serpen-Next Thnrsday morning 300 Hns- toe and confetti.
tiers in white suits will parade from
street 
dthe Marquettetote:, at Eighteenth
Washington avenue, to
leads bridge, headed by a band. Here
they wil; take rats at 5 o'clock and
ins to East St. Lortis, where-they will
be met by an East St. Louis delega-
ron of the business men with a band
of innate and escorted to Belleville
on special ears of the suburban. The
dell platten wil: be met on the public
square at Belleville by a reception
I ommittee of 100 business men. and
;in address of we:come will be deliv-
ered by Mayor Kern from the front
`lePs of the courthouse., the keys to
the city being delivered at that time
In President Poupeney, who will re-
spond to the mayor's welcome. The
Iluseerx will then be escorted to
their headquarters. at Liederkrans
Ilea, register and he assigned to
their traces of entertainment.
terbium Petaluma of Sentilne.
Thursday afternoon at 1:30 o'clock
the while stilt parade will take place,
In which it ht expeeted that 2,060
Bustlers will be In line. The pais&
Loulaville..June 2.--The local leaf
tobacco market continues dull and
feat u mien. Only 422 hogsheads were
Put on the anetioni block this week.
Italian Regle holdings were sampled
to the extent of 923 hogitheads and
Society Of Equity holditigs of old bur-
ley to the extent of 11041 hogsheads.
and these made the private %aim fair-
ly The salopliag of the ifignity
tobacco tnditatee that considerable
resilient Is beteg done in pooled to-
bacco. it is estimated that of the m-
t.-aped erope I per cent, of the her-
ley and sl per cent of the dark. In-
cluding air cures and Rreen River,
have been eet. All 'sections report the
%leather as very favorable for the
(rep end /or planting.
New dark war offered to the extent
SHOEJora France WOMEN
The
flexible
Wel
ARIS Styles in women's footwear
have a certain elegance and daintiness
which appeal strongly to fastidious women, but
the American women demand something more
-comfort and durability.
In La France Shoes for Women the lat-
est and most approved Parisian styles
are linked with a perfect fit, absolute
cornrort and long wearing qualities.
The finest leSthers that can be
used in shoemaking, and the most
expert, conscientious workman-
ship that ever stitched shoe-
leather together, combine to
make the La France Shoe
superior to all. The prices
are $3 to $4 per pair.
MA to see them.
HARDOUltle lahrt RT.
ME NT STORE.
North Third Street
Jest Off leroedway.
• •••••••  •
a
Good Worimteship First-class Material
SQUARE DEALING
II is'. 1,1,41 Iii,Ow I nrigrat isualmeas iii Weetern hen-
tu. ky. 9iy object is tc. male it tarsier. latitnates tree.
ED D. HANNAN
Plumber Steam Fitter
Both, Phonate 201 1.92 south I -nut-eh St.
200,000 PLANTS
2-'101004i Mau/. at ss than 3 c.i.f., 175,000 other platot• 4,• 4
from. 4.4., 14414.te plating your order.
The inegc..1 awwortment of rowel' moat plant• in the ill)
SCHMAUS BROS.
Both Phones 192.
IIITTARLISWIED 1574.
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
PAM,' %IL KENTUCKY.
CNITKD NT VITA DIF:113041TORY.
fnirsittal. Reeplue sad Usdisided Prollts
tithe refs. klers I freeness I Isn y 
Total Reetsoesibility to Depositors  
$4011.000 SO
1010.000 tid
1100.000 OS14. It, HI (1111:14, Presadeut. IoS. .1. FRIEDMAN. Flee Prestdalsk.
J. C.  UTTERRACK, Cashier. C. E ItICISARDE4091, And. Casbks.
INTERLICT P.1.111 ON TIME DE10SIITS.
DIRECTORS.
A. E. ANSPACHER, R. R. 1117GRES, S. A. FOWLER, J. L. FRIED.
St %N. J. C. UTTEItlIACK. DR J. 0. IIROOKS, BRACK OWEN.
DOCTORst POINT OUT
Ibis phat.iinac s as one where their
11,1 scrip: ,..ns as'' compound. a w ,La
:.Itteettit. accuracy and_the pitrest ofe
ilinge Wilt n no di, ice Is noaled in
sour hemp. therefore, you'll do well
to have Oa, p1.-pare it. Then you'll
be sure of not defeating the doctor: t
efforts to mike tile sufferer well.
Think that over. Teiephone es.
Moth phones 1 '.41
S. H. WIT( TEAD, Druggist -
eleventh and Broadway.
Phone• 756
W. F. Paiute, R. RINly,
Prealdest. caskier.
P. Parymr,
Asslattaist ONItler,
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
itosearnetnItall.)
Third et rid
City Depository
arocidway.
State Depository
Capital ... . • , 
ttiorplow
Slot Itholliterm liability 
Total security to depositors
11100,000
110,000
100,000
$240,000
Accosint• of IndisIdnala and firms solicited. We appreciatesmall as cell as large depositor's WWI accord to all the name came...onetreat meat.
.04
INTER EST PAID ON TIME DEPO5IT:3
OPEN SATURDAY /01311T0 FR0111 7 TO 5O'CLOCK. .0,
a
th
a.
•
k
. • - tyysieuri arra' a. THLF-PAD- 176.11 EVENING SUL PAOR STTEN.
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EDGAR W. WITITTEIORE
REAL ESTATE
AGENCY
FREE
REAL ESTATE PRICE usr.
Call. Semi or T•1•Tdosit (or it.
Pb.... ass. FRATERNTrY BLDi
PADUCAH. KY.
INF
FIRST CLASS LIVERY
MODERATE PRICES
There AM 1hr_ founriati...1 otis upon
which we are building succene.
Our horses are go•onied to the
pink of condition always and our
equipment the hest, yet tour
prices are extremely reasonable.
Next tit:Depot want too Lake a
drive, just call
HAWLEY AND SON
Env Rae
100
411-421
Jeffersoe
111
Dr. Stamper
DF NT 1ST
rateraity Buothig - No.. 205.
Extracting Teeth and Plate
Work a Specialty.
DR. kING ItHiw•hs. rowNTIsT,
Koons 7, Tom-heart fliIdlag. up.
Stair,.. Nett to Ottliolk thatch. New
phone 1:193.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL EL
CV 104 1 ,1 B.' worm.
itamingliain. Ala.. Confed-
erate Veteratte.-Special train
service leaving Paducah about
; p. in June htle arriving at
Birmingham about 6 a. In .
June 9th. Reduced rates on
regular taking. Fare.* desir-
ing to make this trip should
advise us 's() that we caii ar-
range for special remelt or
sleeper. if needed.
Mien go, fie- Republican.
Natiena I Con vention. -Tickets
to be veld June 121h to 16th
int-Whim limit June 30th.
Bound t et. $1 1.(50.
Frankfort, Kentucky
Educational Atepoviation. -.-
Tickets to be sold June lath
and 16th, return lindt Juno
201h. !Round trip $8.60.
Birmingbani, Ala., and Sa-
vannah, Ga. -On May 30th
through serve-a will be estab-
lished from Chicago to Seven-
nab, via Fulton, Jackpots and
Birtningham. Passengers leav-
ing Paducah on train 103 at
3:eo a. m., mooed. at Fulton
with this through sleeper n:10
b. m.. arriving at Birmingham
3:15 p. m., and Savannah at
7:35 a. m.
J. T. DOISOVAN,
Agent City Office, Pittladdl,
Ky.
R. M. PRATHER.
Agent Union Depot.
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNGS
wiTH Dr. King's
New. Discovery
FOR r•QUCHS sjRAVIINISPOLD8 1vo snow MN
ISO ALL MOAT ND UM THAW
ODARANTERDRA1'1APIA
geit MOMY
k woo,' tit itANNINNINWINERNININININIme
•
Where to
in Summer?
Persons seeking Recres-1
tion, Health and Rest,i
find it in North Michigam i
Book of 200 Views Free 1,
Advanoo sleeping onrs leave Louis-
silk 3:45 p. m., and Fri-
days In June over Pennsylvania G.
11 & I. lines for Petoeka and Mackin-
aw City.
"The Nerthland !etude...iv with
• leepleg cars for Mackinac. Little
Trayenee Bay and Grand Tra•erse
Bay rewirts. will be established June
'sth for EA'anlon. leaving Louisville
3:45 p. ne daily.
For particuIrs about through pas-
senger twr• lee and tourist fare to
North Michigau resorts, Illustrated
descriptions, etc e rite C. 11. IllaMetY.
eistret Passeeti• Agent, Louisville.
Ki
Rose Plants for 2c
Brunson's last cut on bed
ding plants. Rose plants, Ge-
ranium. Coleus. etc., at 2
cents. Largest and best as-
sortment of roses at lowest
prices ever offered In Padu-
cah,
Aiduali.11419
Rubber Stamps and Sup-
plies, Numbering Ma-
chines, Band Daters, etc.
oe°
41S
-C4k yle
0 
0 .1P- ‘)
0
C t.11
115 5 'WI Si. Muss 350
F1 1Ns1•11.1.E. P411)1•I'Llil %\I)
(AIM)
Incerperai ed.
1:1 1NeVILLE-PADiht*.%1I r.tt 'WET.
(Daily Flecept sunday.)
.1o.• leow'er and John S.
It piens. have Paducah for Evans-
'e'er and way landings at 11 a. in
111E sTE.11MER Dick FOWLER
I.ateh Paducah for Cairo and wag
latelicgs at S a. m. sharp. daily. ex-
ei eunday 84.41.Ci4L excursion t ates
Dee 4n effect from Paducah to Cairo
mei return, with or a ithout meals
alit room. Good music and table un-
su passed.
Fur further Information apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent.
er Civet Fowler, City Pare, Agent, at
how Ier-Crumbaugh & Co.'s Office.
First and Broadway:
ST. LOCIN ITENNFID4EIN RIVER
PACKET CIIMPANV.
  (Inclappealed.)
FIllt Till: TENNESSEE RIVER.
sTEAMElt (161.0E.
Leaves I•aducali for Tennessee River
Every Wednesday at 4 p. ni.
I. W. 11I111:11T  Master
EUGEN E IRORINsoN Clerk
This company is not reeponaltee
for Invoice charges utiles, collected
by the clerk of the boat.
Special excursion Wes front Padu-
cah to Waterloo. Pare for the
round trip PAO. Leaves 'Paducah
every Wednesday et. 4 p. m.
NEW STATE ROTEL
turnsorous,uJ
R. A Roney, Prop.
Owed old beet betel tn t eits
OMAN 115.00. Two large nowapb
POINNO. Both rooms, Llectrte Llibto
fto sally oestrally located Rood b
ihe
O0NWThA I. PATRON/14MP Mb
TOWN=
----l-
it makes all the difference whOther
Money Is life's motive or.only a.part
of Its mechanism.
•
•i I
that all wells and est. in- should b: phe him $236 for a watchmen that
'HACK LAW VETO IS . tilled up and not any water fronihhe had at his tobacco warehouse.
!them used for di-Inking purposes. as The amount *as not granted him.
it was a mediate fur disease: The New Ondlinapices Ordered.MADE OF NO AVAIL erdinance was glien the first passageand was :ost oshthe seeond vote. as it
eemired two-thirds to carry. • The
The ordidaffee committee was au-
thorized to bring in an ordinance,
cresting a city buyer. to prohibit the
%tee watt 7 yeas and 5 nays. luse of the fire- stations fqy the use of
• 
'numerous Padu 
voting and registering, for the gravel 
Even in its early stages Catarrh is almost intolerable, caused by the
1111
Because Councilmen Bay it 
CAB. 8":ah lksw be mush Jones street: Iii Worten's ad:Biker. 111
New sidewelk ordinances were log and grading of Tennessee and 
Stuffy feeling in the nose, the buzzing noises in the ears, the continual
"hawking and spitting" difficult breathing, etc. But when therikblood
, becomes thoroughly
walks with cosabitied curb and gut- eon of edevialle. on Fifth street be-;eased and-the system upset and deranged. Frequently 
inflammationbe Ameatled. Iniproved if & Sixteenth II the ordinances carrY, bet ween xtnt and Eighteenth' extends to thetronchralli tubes, 
froms,eAsin theg  athewraznh 
hoarseness, 
matter,s, ndi the aggravatingtenan
through both boards. An ordinanee streets, for the laying our of sprink-, cough; the stomach is affected, resulting in dyspepsia, loss et-appetite and
for the construction of granitoil side- ling districts and for 'the construe- , strength, and gradually all the mucous Membranes of the body become dis-
tween the bridge it brand tete+ and see street. • 
the kidneys and
ter en both Ades of Fourth street be-'iseen Kentucl e, avenue and Tennis. bladder are attacked, and the constant passage of impure blood through the
!lungs, diseases these important members, and Catarrh terminates in Con-
Broad street and ou both sides of The report of the wharfmaster. gumption. Catarrh is a deep-seated blood disease, and must be treated con-
Meyers street between Farley P!a( e Captan Frank Brown. was receiveti'stitutionally, for it is beyond the reach of local treatment.
For gmnitoid sidewalks with cone erty in Mechaniesburg for the tete of. ' 
S. S. S. cures
and Island creek. Ties ordinance and filed. 1 Catarrh by cleansing the blood of all the impure catarrhal matter and at th
t-e 
q
was given first and cond passage. I A deed from Mike Kettler for prop Sinne time building up the entire system. It ROCS down and attacks th
disease at its head, in the circulation, and
o
removes every trace of the impurity that is
causing the trouble. Then as rich, pure
blood circulates through the body, the in.
flamed membranes commence to heal, the
mucous discharges grow less and finally
cease, and all the disagreeable and disgusting
Ili m'"'re was refunded 
symptoms ofat arrh disappear. S. S. S. hasPassage over his veto to a vote of 10 o et an ordinan e for a sidewa:k 1 Mr. v4.
to 2, those voting "yea" were Conn- feet wide was given first and second $5 by the council. Mr. Moore hat
no equal as a cure for this disease. It reffues and puri firs the entire circulation
s .21 - 
climen Lindsey. Hosiers, Cornelison. passage to be constituted of brick. !two infants burled in City lots In Oak 
and repairs the damage done by Catarrh. Special hook on Catarrh and any
Van Meter, wilson and Voting; those graveling Or Farler street between money paid the city. He Mei now 
AGA'.$ s was medical advice free. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA,Foreman, Ford, Kreutzer, Lackey, ttt ordinance for the grading and Grove cemetery and the
('it) Solicitor James Catitipbell ten- gives tint and second passage'. The bodies. .
bought a lot and removed theirvoting "nay" were Duval: and Mayer. M. era and Clements streets. was
Phasized and explained the mayor's c!ty engineer was authorized to use! The question of laying water meets
reasons for lowing the ordinance ^ the dirt from Farley pe,„ to he used on Nineteenth street was referred to
it How stands. The' mayor's obi•er- et constructing the sidewalks on both
thins were that the price of $1 for sides of Farley Place. •
funeral calms whether they were to se,. A. Wells was granted a saloon
, go one square or one mile could be license at 105 South teeond street,
If.gulated by an amendment to the wherel sglespe had been running.
eriginal ordinance. Another objec- The motion of Alderman Oehl-
lion was that a cab driver if he was
CATARRH SERIOUS
Also Order use ordlisuusee Permitting
Saloon Keepers to '1'snissfer Their
Licenses.
STANDARD OIL CO.'S MENACE
Mayor James P. Smith's veto to
the city hack °Wiliam* availed noth-
ing at the l'OU lid! meeting last night.
The ordinance was given its final
bathe] on the street and asked to take
eines person -kerne or any place he
%islet] to go. Ibe eaptinliin coti:d say
he had to report air'headquarters. as
were his Previous instructions, and in
:hat way could avoid hauling the per-
son. lie alsei objected to the elittlfor1
filtitlf.r that no Derek could he hauled
on the cab. That Is unfair to the
man that has on his cab and no
ten•fer wagon., sliwe nearly every
one abo gets off the train has bag-
gage. and It would give the transfer
I ompanies a practical nionopoly of
the' business to the exclusion of the
single ieb.
The city solieitor explained these
Pottle in detail. Councilman Bowers
said the ordinance ma• be amended
at any time the general council 'deems
II necessary. President Lindsey also
said if the ordinance was not Satisfac-
tory It nia• be amended R L. Pahner
of the Palmer Transfer company at-
tenipted to answer all of the inayoes
objeetons to the ordinance.. In reply
to the eharging of $4 for cabs for
funeral purposes. Mr. leemer stated
that the cabs used at the present
time pre worth three times as much
as the cabs Used when the ordinance
nee in force. fixing the stint at $2.en
pee calls fair funerals.. and that horse
re 0.1 and labor are much higher In
prices
Iii answer to the' hailing of cabs as
they were going along the street.
Mr. Pa:ftle r stated that it was a sys-
tem that had to be used in order that
the cab owners could get satisfaction
and could give satisfaction to the
publle. for the headquarters neiet
know at all times where the cabs are.
lii reward to carrying trunks on the
cabs e Palmer said It Is dangerous
to those traveling In the caber and
that other parties have licenses to
haul trunks. It would be interfering
with their business to take trunks on
the cab.
Oil Plant Daagerous.
To oust the Standard 011 company
from the residence section of the city
was discussed. Communications from
Fire Chief James Wood, fire and po-
'ice commissioners and from 25 resi-
dents of the vitenity of Tenth and
Monroe streets. where the Standard
Oil plant is located. were presented to
the council. Attorne1Campbell Flour-
no)- spoke in behalf of the Standard
Oil company and- he asked that the
council give this matter due consider-
ation and not act hastily or on the
Impulse of the moment, as it would
mean a great expense to the com-
pany to have to move its tanks and
stock to some remote part of the city
and pet up a new bulding. Mr. Flour-
noy stated that there is no possible
chance for the tanks to explode or
catch on fire. as they are a safe dis-
tance feint all buildings in their
present location and that the bluids
ing, a frame shed, that burned last
week would be rebuilt of fireproof
material. , The matter was referred
to the city solicitor and the ordinance
committee.
Fire Chief Wood reported that the
building. 123 Broadway. owned by
tW. 0. Bailey. of Louisville. Is unsafe
'and should either be repaired or torn
'down. The mayor was authorised te
notify the owner or agent of ti
building of the request of the tire'
chief.
The report of Fire Chief Wood-for
the month of May was recetved and
filed:
The report of Chief of Pollee
James Collins was received and Wed,
for the month of May, showing col-
lection of $479.50. replevined $113.
on hand $65.
The city treasurer and auditor's re-
port, showing $6.9112.38 in the treas-
ury, Ras received and filed.
Accounts of the city were allowed
for the amount of $18.856.17,
The ordinance. prohibiting the use
billed curb and wt. r on both sides an alley was rece:ved.
of Fifteenth street between Clay and i Mr. W. D. Scott and B. Weill.' &
Trimble streets was given first and Sem reported that they had been as-'
second passage. I eessed too much for taxation. The •
On the east side of First street be- !matter 
wsupervisors. 
as referred to the board of
PURELYLti yen Broadwa and Washington
FAR-REACHING BLOOD DISORDER
'ger wan OCInc orrt.4 in, Atikillit
that the ordinance* eorniuitt.e. bring
in an ordinance granting a lawful
transfer of saloon license.
D. A. It. Fountain.
The I). A..11. presented a letter to
the council stating that they were
prepared to put in the public drink-
ing fountain • at Fifth street and
itioalway at a cost of $1.500 to the
A. R.. and that it was to be made
Geergia. marble or granite. stand-
ing 15 feet high. The council agree"
to the request. Mr. Eli Hoene
thanked the e0t1101211 in Lit-half of the
D. A. R. for the grant.
The question of bringing condem-
nation proceedings against the prop-
erty not dedicated for a street from
Itread street to the Mayfield road was
referred to the street committee for
In • eatigat ion.
A remonstrance was read from
the property ownets abutting the
Ailey betsteen Second and Third
i,tret ts and Broadway and Jefferson
streets, stating that the alley had
been paved with stone and that the
stone would- do for the rtpairing of
the alley instead of using brick at the
elpr rise of the property owners on
the alley. The remonstrance was re-
celled and fUed
The mayor was authorized to bor-
em $4,00n to meet the expense of
the, city In anticipaeon of taxes to be
collected.
Mr. T. .1 Slab  at.ked that the (it)"
_
'For rank sprains. Ihrekiwa, burns. rhearnatle
and all other pains, traeJliebran 's N'oleanio Oil
Liniment. Yost sold Ili still the mune
effective remedy in 1901S. Ooolt tor RIAU Or
beret. . and Cl .0
ARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases.
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE
Two doses give relief, and one bos
will cure al.y ordinary case of Kid-
ney or bladder trouble. Removes
Gravel, . cures Diabetes. Seminal
Emissions, Weak and Lame Back,
Rheumatism, and all irregularities of
the Kidneys and Bladder in both
men and women. Sold at 50 cents
Per box on the no cure no pay basis
by McPbereona Dllig store, Fourth
and Broadway, sole agent for Padu-
cah, or gent by mall upon receipt of
price by Lark Medicine Co., Louis-
ville, Ky,
YOUR WORD WILL BE
UNDISPUTED -
ANE1 YOUR MONEY REFUNDED
Where ( eR110/04it 1411S to Correct
Say Disorder*. of the 510414C11
reeulates the bowels,CARBOZONE cure a eonstipatiote
and Win the fermentation of food, so
that IAN food citgests perfectly, and
You receive the fall strength and
0Ouriehment from what is eaten.
CARBOZO destroys the poisonous ur`"- genes in the Stomach,
and neUtralllett septic poison in every
part Of the system, and Is both a pre-
ventative and a cure:, s
A few deeet relieveS distress andthe
stomach lesion digesting and Assimi-
latiog the food. The CA RII0ZON8
isa perfect relief for indigestion in
all of Ita forms PrIoe $1.00.
If your dealer cannot Ilupplf you
order direct from
THE CARBOZONE COMPANY
"-we"s
 and cisterns' for drinking 24)6 Madisee Ava. Memphis. Tam.prtiposes. was Irtlied. It required
, NOW ON -
SUMMER
The place to get a rood
Iwalsiss ann.ATiow,
to prepare for a Of s)D
roArrrow, and to pet routly for TIM RINI! of the tun had000t Is AT
DRAUCIHON'S PRACTICAL 111.JSINESS COLLEGE
Lerma= by business meta from Maine to I 411fornta. Cutni ..T11,̀ rims; Lisa for rr.
incorporated) rifillefth, :1 B roa d v a:, Old ph I755
the Water company.
JAcoolt WILL
___ 
MUSTER ROLL
..wrsigW°1-
teAchiNG AND FIAIAF 51011PANY
F.CILED TO APPFIAR.
lAst er pestsioncesi fee Local Military
Conermy Will Ite Secured for
Readquarterte.
Because not enough men were pres-
ent to muster in a company of the
State militia, another list will be got:
ten up and another request made to
the adjutant general to mend a mus-
tering officer Captain A. G. Chap-
man received the names of 22 men
last night, bet 40 names form a cone
emirs , reed he returned to Hopkineville
early this morning. The orig;nal pe-
tition had 53 names', but a copy was
not kept, and yesterday it was envois
rible to notify the men to come to
the city ball last night and be ruus-
tered in.
A letter has been written to the
adjutant general, asking for"i cops
of the original petition. The names
will he secured again and another day
Se'] for the Mustering in of the com-
pany. If Captain Chapman could
have remained over until today it is
ctrtain that the remainder of the emu-
pany could beet: been secured.
The local nun who have taken the
lead in the organisation of the com-
pany are- not discouraged. as they
realize the failure came out of the
applicants falling to learn that Cap-
tain Chapman would be In the city.
Following Captain Chapmatt's advice
the organizers of the compile} will
have a man to look after a squad of
men and notify them when the enlist-
ment will be held. No election of offi-
cers toted be held last night, as this
munt be done after the company has
leen mustered in.
PILES! _PILES! MAW
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment will
cure Blind, Bleeding and Itching Piles
It absorbs the tumors, allays Itching
at once, sets as a poultice, gives in-
stant relief. Williams' Indian Pilo
Ointment Is prepared for Piles and
itching of the private parts. Sold ni
druggists. mail 50c and $1.00. Wile
MTg. Co., Props., Cleveland.O.
A Qualification.
Congressman John Sharp W1111'4116
tells is "new" story. During the
recent Mississippi gubernatorial cam-
paign the Hon. Jeff Truly was one of
the unsuccessful aspirants for the
majority suffrage of his fellow eiti
sens. Prohibition doctrines figured
in the struggle, and seemed import-
ant to a Methodist minister.
"Brother Truly." said the Minister.
"1 want to ask you a question. De
ever take it drink Of whisky?"
"Redo' I answer that," responded
the wary Brother Truly, 'ti-want tdi
know whether it Is an Inquiry or an.
Invitation."
When you need soMethigg to -Sake
take it promptly for the stomach. but
take something you glow Is reliable
--something like Kodel. For Dys-
pepsia and Indigestion. Endoi is
pleasant to take. it is reliable and Is
guaranteed to give relief. It Is Fold
by all druggists.
• •
VEGETABLE
7
41'
•
,
At
to
A.
Chicago's Great Eurpean Hotel
•
The Virginia
Aliaolutely FirepreoL
- 
Rates. $1.511 and up
A hivh-ulass Transient and Residential lIntel, in the most
select part of the city-near the Lake, convenient t.. beautiful
Nooli Park System. Rotundas a Armour In Italian marble.
beautilul statuary and cathedral glass. 100 handsomely fur-
nished outside rooms, single oren suite. Lame bright I Other/
Heil, with finest cuisine. Kycry convenience that teepees to
the most exactinv patron. Per enough from city noise for
restful quiet, yet within ten minutes' walk of business center.
St ears 12 blocks away) in Sdninntes take you to th., shop-
b'ne lead,nz the.itr. flooklr•I row,
GEO. W. REYNOLDS. Prop.. Rusk and Ohio St...Chicago.
DYSPEPSLA
"Raying taken your wnsderfal "eascarets" feetho•• 1,,.,nii,. ant totalc entirely tared of t4tInaekI 0,y../..,p.ka. I thtnk a praiaa4.Sae to 'aaenret."for their wonderful eouthotat
I ha,. ta6,, in,,-,  other so reale•Ileut
hut NV:1 ag011. Seal I ar.il I en 1 that it.. arttt relleve
f, a -IA, VI.. tot We wale" i i,aio ink..
). nr -
Jan WS Mercer Si,. Jersey res. N. J•
Mama, ealatakl•. Potent. Tule Gard. Ito nand,
Jesse blaken. Woo.. Or limp, Ilk, in... SS, Never
IOW In balk. The geneloe tablet alaruped ccc.
9/tu5tatiteed 110 cure or s.. at thaw y back
St-,ling Remedy Co., Chic•go or N.Y. 5qt
IIIKIAL SALE, TEl NILL101 BOXES
MUD WOMEIL
thse Ste 0 for anseturat
Is 3 31.6 das. "Whilireocusi&IBM•41311111•
Osareat.4 IP:stain/so er ulc.ratkilli
.......,...- le Mucosa si•ramirsou
r',...... c.o.04....._ /slalom.. nit not mine.
flIAXEDIEIMILUIL gem ar bon4.oa001.
DaCiailari. Sold by Drawable"
c.a.& or imonO le plain woilliC
1111.110. or 3 1,4•11.-•55.
by ..pre... ereeti
el si si a A a r WM& es segm/IM
•
AMERICAN
PLAN
ErdROPEAN
PLAN
ATLANTIC CITY
G JASON WAT CRS
SEND row
BOOKLETGoer care
GARAGE 10‘ ORCHES71101
ON THE BOARD wAt.w
HENRY KARMEN, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD ADD
EINTUCIT.
Gest Bindle& Musk Work,
SDI Library Work s asweasilte.
ICE! ICE I IC
You will be conferring a favor by reporting to theeetnenage-
itient any discourtesis shown pin by any of our eaptores.
JSCAL.Lhel ON ALL WACICINS.
INDEPENDENT ICE COMPAI'1/41Y,
10th &Mad [mem \Phoneme 184
City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter: Manager.
All Kind# of Hauling. Second
and Washingtodit?cets.
Warehouse for Storage.
Both Phones 499.
 AVMS
Early Times
And.
Jack Beam
The purest whiskey made. /t
has been stored for years in
charred 15.,ALEcn barrels, at an
even temperature, and has a
uniformity due to perfect ag-
ing. Bottled in bond spring
1900. Sold everywhere.
CLIP YOUR HORSES
They look better, feel better and work letter. Cliprel horverare easier
to groom and you are not annoyed by hors hairs when driving. We
have an electric machine and an exLerL operator and will gin) you as
good work as can be done, at the regular pi km.
TUE TULLY LIVERY CO.
is•-•rporet•ii •S 1•Ittle Elsa Mary Oases Bellown
l' as returned from Karbala, where
she hall a hart III an entertainment
Fourth and Kentucky Avenue.
th....ma =ant
- -
TilE,1).1,1)UCAFI EVENING SUN.,
TypilIDAY, JITNII S.
4
•
•
:
•
41.
DON'T LET YOURSELF GET FLURRIED
NOR EVEN THE LEAST BIT WORRIED
IF THE OTHER CANDIDATES HURRIE
Jansen reeks ..
For There is Plenty of Timemen. or Joronn
!ft. J. towtt..n  
for You to Do The Saate,Heury Itatik-y 
Thing, Ito it for a LoggerMee" 
•telams tInia
sick Harris 
Time. and Do it With Great
Succesr. But You'll Have to
Girt. Busy.
TWENTL-EIGHT WORKING DAVI&
Left In the only Rig conte.t That
Ever stirred Western Kentucky-
Voter rate Depends on the Way ia
Which iota Make Esc Of Those
Good nape.
SPECIAL OFFER THIS WEEK
For subtorriptkass turned in he-
teen Monday nevem.. June 1.
and 9 p. Satunlay. June 6.
l'ort).two dollar lionard 17
Jewel watch to raintidate turn-
ing in largest amount of caeli on
embeerept seen,.,
10.4 000 b4 MUM VOIes to cendi-
date turning in largest amount
on nee sutese.riptieitne.
5.11410 bonus tote. in esti' di..
the( fur candidate turning hi
largest alit. 'U tit of cash.
2.000 bonu• tectt.. for every
$23 any candidate turns in,
.1fier thee week the size of tisk
priae sill steadily de-
cline III 1•114 of the ironteet.
we that during the last week
there will he Deltrer bongs nor
special prise.
Standing at the Clow of Balloting
Monday *I 6:00 P- m.
DISTRICT I.
Miss Elsie Hiidge 13.020
Miss Ella Hill 12.413
Myrt Ratcliffe 10,2410
Mrs. Scott Ferguson -/L723
Miss Marian Noble.  /4.:210
J. L. Dunn 9.390
Joe Desheager 0.330
Miss Thelma 111bure 1./413
Mini Nellie Schwab 1.510
Miss l'atrie Ham 1.300
Mrs. Ida .tsliby 4  lel
Mee Marry Kerry 
Javasi's Wood 
Jan. H041 if% 
MPS Winne Thixtua 
Mrs. lag Roar 
Mime Garet-Be Buckner 
Mrs. Harry Garrett 
Mrs. T. L. Itemelee. 
elim Pearl Grefein 
Mee Illawche .e eider-sive 
7.1154 Addie Bytd 
ered McCreary
t
e Materiel. McIntyre 1141 
.P. R. Fowler 1  0ee7
I.. P. Kure  1.473
Athol 1tobeivi•on  1,113
Miss Catherine Thomas 1.290
Gen. V. Rawer 035
%Hem Geraldine Gasmen  575
His Matie %%lien% 660
Mist. Mary Boadurawt 020
Mins Jennie Caesar 625
Mime Ruby Csnada 505
Harry Lukrm4 3045
}'Tank Moore 1.0441
Hubert Wright 370
Harry Collins 5415
Mises Ernestine .1 Inw. 36.1
MIs* Mamie Baynham 300
Leon It. a:leaves 500
A. 1. Beasley 350
Floyd Swift 330
Watts 
Miss MavMilburu 
Chas. Horton 
DISTRICT 2.
James Short ay 
ih• Men Nielart, 
A. W. Straman 
Mrs. John keeldey 
Jemetes eallendinghani 
tame. Beeker 
Ruby 4 Shen 
111.••• Ethel Sean,.,;, 3,370
Nlis. Maude ittewell 3.200
Mi... Lizaur ')sUglu.n 20410
A. W. Grief 2,203
Thomas potter 2.3413
4'. G. Kelly 2,210
Miss Kale Nunnemacher 1.1403
.%. C. %Mayen 1.1410
Leo Haag I  KV%
Masa Berths speck 11,27$4
Miss Dine. Mantel 1.566
Mks Jeanette Dough.' 1,215
Jolts Bryant  1.143
Mrs. E. E. Rowe 1  07.1,
Mira linrinne Winstead 
James Rickman 1  tam
Lee W14 toe tigtz
H. G. Johnston P1113
E. L Wilson 753
721-
705
Ali', Mamie Ilaywhion 1111 -
Ws. Liasie bdrington 611
J•-ti J. Reed a4/4
10.0. A. Stendurant
lase eleabeellni
34113
3,7,10
2./43.11
2.1913
5,090
2.4413
2.443
5,31:s
24045
2.215
2,100
1  903
stand all the chance in the world if
bile staid in the game and got busy.
"How long did you work Satur-
day?" linal:y asked the contest man_
Joseph Arta 
:Sirs. U. T. Bruolosidre  
Miele Murrell Smedley  
C. E. Miller 
Gene Patton 
DISTItItyr 3.
A. C. Hargrove, Paducah
..5064,
5113
505
5413
5410
535
MS
533
MO
530
MO
It. F.- D.
 12.019
Miss. (Swale Metropolis, Ill.
9  293
Sam 1,-Iirowa. Paducah It, E. D.
1414413
Miss Lurie Street, Kevil, Ky...7.390
.f. Duititer. Paducah It. F. D.
 7,240
Min. Vera Danbam. LaCenter Ky.
5,000
Arthur Switzer. Paducah R. F. I).
1313.5
.11, J. Lane, Paducah It.E.D 3.370
Legeay. Paducah R.E.D 3.340
K. Isismotwl, Paducah R.E.1) 2.1413
Miss Dora Dream, Calvert illy. Ky.
2M-13
Henry Temple', meson mill.,  2,5455
%lass Rosetta Vadat-Oh It.
 2.2.-141
(lifton Seater. -P'aducah it. '.
 1,013
H. 1'. Hartley, 1.11141U41111 R. Ie. D.
Mace Nlafthes•., Iligt2411W81, Ky. 
1,200
1.525
l ocalism] Krum, . Paducah JR, E. I),
  1.113
John Theobald, Jr.. Paducah It. F.
I).  1.110
Henry Hauser, Paducah FL F. I).
 1.093
Cara Ellison. Murray. Ky 1,0143
Julius Starks. Renton. Ky - 093
J. W. Englert, Paducah It, F. D.
6115
tbol•er. Paducah R. F. D 305
A. C. Dailey, Paducah It, P. D 300
Miss thirah Duke Thulium'. 
Peovidenee. Ky. ,  503
Thee.. knave, Metropolis. III.....550
Clint Itamlall, Paducah R F. D.
350
Miss Trews Cochran, Murray. Ky.
330
Alfred t'olller. Paducah R. F. D.
543
Kevih Ky.  
J. C. Itet•VCS, Mazola Mill
500
500 
1 year $4 50 33.444)
S Months 3.00 2.00 2.400
4 mouths 1.54 1.00 1.000
2 years 9.011 6.04) 12.1103
Subeeription payments of less than
$1.00 by mail and $1.50 by carrier,
will not be accepted as counting for
day Of course I ant a dead game woes.
sport. but I can't stay against a. No employe of The Sun or momber
handicap like that" Such were the
words f one candidate who came
of an employe's family will he allow-
into
o
 The Sun office with a face as 
ed to epter this contest.
The Sag is the final orbiter in all
long as her arm and a trouble story
as long as Kentucky.
qu mestes that may -arise in connec-
The tales of woe commenced yes-
terday.
"I heard that Miss  turned in
live dollars more than I did Satur-
Who Are Eligible?
Any white person, man or Woman.
of good character, remding in the ter-
ritory covered by The Sun may be-
come a candidate for the honors and
the prises in The Paducah Sun's
tlreatest Popularity Contest.
D Duratiosa--Awards.The contest starts with today's an-
apuneement and will continue till
iiily 4. 'at 9 p. ne, at which time a
iommittee of well-known and trust-
worthy citizens will be chosen to de-
termlne who are entitled to the
!primes.
r More Thais $2,000 in Prize*.
Following is a description of the
, magnificent list of prizes offered for
the winliers. in this contest together
:with the arrargement governing
I their distribution. •
; The candidate securing the highest
number of votes, regardless of diss
triet. sill be given The First Grand
Prize, a $7011 double building lot in
Gregory Heights, Paducah's prettiest
suburb.
The candidate securing the skthd
highest number of votes, regardless
of district will be given The Second
Grand Prize, a $400.00 two-carat,
blue-white dianioud. on display at
Jo Wolre jewelry store, 327 Broad-
way.
After the Judges of the finish of
the contest have awarded the Grand
Prizes, the names of the two winners
will be stricken from the list of con-
testants and the nine district prizes
will be awarded as follows:
The three persons who lead their
respective districts will be awarded
a $300 piano, on display at W. T.
Miller & Bros., 520 Broadway, a $1541
suit of furniture,. displayed at Gar-
ner Bros., 267-213 Smith Third. a
$100 buggy and harness, displayed
at Powell-Rogers. 129-131 North
Third. The above three prizes will
:be given to the three district leaders
,in the order of the number of votes
Icreditedto them.
I The three pereons who receive thesecond highest number of votes in
'their respective clattrieta will be
;awarded the following prizes In their
1 order of rank--a $65 watch on dis-
play at Pollock's. 3311 Broadway. a
$50 lady's or man's watch at Nagel
I and Meyer's, corner Third and
!Broadway. a $50 Miller range. dis
;played at Hank Bros., 212 Broad-
; way.
I For Payment by Old Subscribers,
Time By Carrier By Mail Vote-
1 year $4.50 $3.00 2,25.1
S months 3 fel :eon 1,21e4i
4 months 1.50 1.00 see
2 years 9_09 c..on* 6,00
For Advance Payment by New Sole
scribers.
Time By Carrier By Mail Votes
tion with the contest. Candidate's by
The eontest_znan, gently, without entering agree to there published con-
laughing, attempted to explain that ditions.
there were five weeks lb-ftin the e00- The right is reserefed to after tttti..
test and that the troubled one would rules timed necessity demand. -
Dia4ricia.
District 2 comprises all of the city
of Paducah south of Broadway. in-,
eluding the south side of Broadway.
District 3 comprises all of the ter-
diary served by The Sun outside!
the limits of the city of Paducah. ;
The three persons receiving the:
third highest number of votes in
thelh respective districts will be
awarded the fo:lowIng prizes, a
I
$?,7.5O refrigerator. displayed at
„
300ilets up on effort for another day: 1t ifeilopberge_.s.r 422 Broadway. a $25
3001g-flee to the ones who stay everlast-;chair or other furniture from Rhodes-
500 lIngly at it. IBurford's, 112-116 North Fourth. a
But the Wine Ones. $25 lady's or man's watch on display
9.1331 But tee wise ones have forgotten at J. L. Wanneee, 311 Broadway.
74405 about the bonus offer of last week In addition the management of
7.5s3 grid are going after the special prize The Sun will spend $100 in special
7.105 and bonus oftr of this week. That's prizes ti,' -be cilhtribatrcl to busy can-
3.5wee the only thing to think aboeLin a didates 'during the progress of the
3. ;contest-the future. There are some
3.074' folks wto go moping about the world
!hang in a past as dead as they are.
Then there are other folks who are
rontInnally turning the brighte•t poe-
etbilities of a rosy future ,into the en-
e- yable realities of a busy present.
The latter kind make the "caddy can-
didates" of a contest.
The territory covered by The San
has been divided for the purposes of
thtt contest into tkree districts. as
"Oh. about an hour," admitted the follows:
fair candidate, and then she suddenly District 1 comprises al: of the city
remembered something. "Oh. if I of Paducah north of Broadway. in -
had ;eaten. that twosyear subserip- eluding the north side of Broadway-
lion Mr. X- promised MP I would
have been way ahead of Misa
wouldn't 17 Then she would have
been behind me. Oh, godtlie. I'm
going to stay in.'
And on such little things as that
hangs the fate of candidates. They're
In and theyl.re out, generally for rea-
sons purely temperamental.
This rare will not go to the one
who gets ahead for a day and then
Voting
Until dune 6 no eandetate will be
alowed to clod more than 5,000 cer
tufted votes In any one day.
The Padueah Sun's Great Popu-
larity Contest began with the official
announcement on May 23 an & wilt
lose on the -great national /holiday
July 4. That makes exactly six week,
There will -be no extension of
'he time of the contest. Vilien it'.
1•••1' it's over, and the happy. lucks
'BPS will be lugging home deeds' to-
eal estate. orders for One furniture
are jewels and a bunch of othe
hing4.
distributed gratis.
Table of Values.
Resides the coupons wnieh are
printed daily in The Sun and which
are good for the number of votes
printed on them if voted before the
tine limit Mated coetestants may se-
lire subscription votes according to
he followlag sehedule:
Contestants niay secure subscrip-
ions anywhere they wish. For in-
tent(' a candidate In District 3 is
.ntitled to turn In subscriptions from
%strict 2 or District 1, and glee
ier611.
!sew sU tweri hers are those who were
1
It has been decithit to wait untill!
the summer motela . before instaelitet i
the additional furnaee and bath ap-
paratus at the railroad hospital, as it
was considered unwise to tear up the
plumbing until the, weather became
more tattled. The new elevator wa111
not he installed for several wee is
•
New tici•retary.
Dr. J., Q. Taylor has been elected
secretary' of the hospital board to sue.
eves' Dr. E. R Earle. who IresiEned as
interne to take up regular priTeice in
the city.
CAR BUILDERS
HAVE PLI VI'V ni, WORK .1ND
TEN MEN AEC 11141ED
New Secretary ferIllinoistvratral Bus
pital Earned I.e SINVe•I‘I Dr.
Earle. Who Reeigmett
Work is steadily increasing in the
car repairiag department at the rail-
road shops caused by the greet in-
crease in freight traffic handled by the
-read. Ten men were added to the
force yeeterday and more will he add-
ed from time to tiles' 'as the) are
needed. It is expeeted that the' num-
ber of men employed will be up to the
average before the tall season teethes
Master Car Builder Baughman has re-
turned front Hot Springs much im-
proved in health ard has assumed
charge of the work again,
.••••••••.-
Interested in Coutest.
The emplo)to of the car repairlue
department are vet-) much interested
in (lie' race of Fred McCreary In The
:41111.8 popularity retest and are iire
lying to his tupalort, and he will be
much in the genie before tbe Voile
"lose,
HOUSEBREAKING
Pli,EVElt,1111":10 AGAINST
H11.1. BINGHAM. CtIlAaltED.
lietectile '.5,11 Baker .1rre.b. Slim 
I
br liwitiagton, Tenn..
11111rer‘.
MORE THAN $2,000
In Good=as=Cash Prizes
A $700 Lot
In beautiful Hrtgory
Heights.
A $400 Diamond Ring
- 1a t at 11 -
A $300 Piano
Dimple) ed at W. 1' Miller'..
A$50 in Furniture
\i1,,,th,r
A SIN !tizzy atti naraecs
At l ee :
Will be given  away abso-
lutely fr e e to t h e most
popular men grid women 
in Paducah and vicinity.
These are hut a few of the
Rrati ti1C hill particulars on
anotiv•r page of life Sun.
A SUITABLE SPOT.
I "I think we'll n•st u few uttuute.
you don't mind Ulu quite out
brenth, and this is a very codifuetalthe
I place.-
Omar Re-bed.
Detective Will Baker arrested Bill 
e 
charge hf housebreaking Ile is 
A book of -Auto Itteme underlie:eft
the Bough.Bingham. colored, this morning
 on a
wanted by the pollee at Huntington.
A Stalled Machine. a Busted Ti
Tenn.. and they will seed for .hini
Itighane has worklag at the Rub-
ber Gr3p hand!. [victory, and after re-
ceiving the tip that' !lighten) was in
the city, De.teetiae Baker began work
quietly on the elew. A decoy_ postal
cal& did the work, and Bighain was
:Wit frightened when the detective se-
proaehed him in the guise of a on-
sea emerneratur.
and Thou beside me lv lig in a
Ditch-
Ah. Slushy lot sire Paraalcie
Vealter Pulitzer In dune Lippite
col t 'e
l'NITED w1'.tTES4 OE AMEItICI,
Western District or Kentucky, at
Whereas, an information hate been I
Spring Gone and Murd•r. tied in the District Court of the 
Untt-:
A King county court convicted ed States for 
the Western District of 1
man who set a spring min in his Kentacky. at Paducah, 
on the 22ndi
trunk, which killed the landlady, of (is May,, 199s. by G
eorge Die
murder In the s
molest, making a grand total of 
. attorney for the Unitedecond degree. Malice
more than $2000 in prizes to be Wag irnt'Pmved. 
and the supremo State.. again,st tern barrels. aeventy-;
court and directed • new and fair
trial. The case prootats curious Miele
tkala Of leer. It seems thee the cute 
kn.
osity of the woman was the 
causemisbranded -•--•- the 111"11131"
her death. It Is a warning to all to or 
the F1'cKi and Drugs act of "flirt's.'
kiwi) out of novo, peopio.. trunks. o! the 
Urvited States approved June
Still, a man who sets a trap pen in his 
••"--•lb •19041. and praying 
proires.
Against the. mime, and that same may
trunk should not go arenitted In sere he condemned as. forfeited se afore-
trunk left the city or died and It ii.- 
mire
uniter due proem* of Inge
came lawful to open his trunk. It is
a most dangerous method of protect. 
Now, therefore. in tnirstuatiee to
lag property.-Baltimore News. 
the motion tinder• #4•411 of said court to
me directed and ideliveied (do here-
H by 
give public notice' to all persons
is ['referrer,.
When the largest firm of slap elaiseng raid 
articles or In any man-
merchants In London first started her interep
ted therein. that they may
iot taking The Sun May '43. the date they tent Lord Derby a dozen of sher- 
be and appear before. the said entire
If the start of the contest. Trans- 4Y. which they represented ay b
eing to be held in the city of Paducah in
'or from one member of a family to a ePeeltie for gout. to who h 
the and for mid Distrke., on the lett day;
•nother or to someone eise living in Pump Minister was a mart'''. 
The Of November, 1206. then and ther
e ,
he same house will not be counted as bord of Knowsley replied: 
"The to interpose their claims, and to mean ,
F new sehmeription. . Earl of Derby presents his eomple 
their allegations In that behalf. -
au. sun. reete••• empartment. the. sller! and peefers the guilt '' 
By Elwood NI 'PI. Dep197.
GEORGIC W. LONG. U. S. M.
.444,a all communication'. to merits to Me rePrt; CI.: he has tasted
court has Just reciprocal the lower fire half barrels and fifty kegs of eider!
alleging in substance that said artleles
sere forfeited lo the United Seater, as
PLENTY OF ROOM
al.1TINt. 4 %I' tell I 51014'111
.ST LOt I.'.'. 11.1.1: 1#1.1100.
Thousased. Enna All arc North
.1usw.roca Will Allred Sausday
teepee.' 4mateseliam.
The Arni-01) building at Letiliville,
in which the Interuationa. Sunda‘
144.1mee crinvention sill he held. he., a
matting rapacity of Item/et. The rail-
road fare for the round trip will he
$6 tI.. of which arly one inn) take
adtantaiie. For hotel and beardl"g
heuse ratite appl) to Mr. E. A Ewe
I. iea . le. Trus• Imeding. Lou:stele,
W. IC. Bourquin, 47?-.-Pouth
Its Ft I p.rd ii.sii More than
lice,,.., e. • and delegates teem
North .ame rii• are expected at Lem.-
%i.e. Many eel go from here.
siasieg Gas Rills.
The Good This* was dil•••"*.4.'ll in
the leek II hit-king baii•e
-1/11/1b this alrenisoialt‘7" asked one
of h.. ne 'Atones
'last sees I matt a dollar in an-
swer to an advertisement off..r.e.r, a
re• thud or sawing gas 11;!1•.-
aseedetect; T . "and I emit ref-rivet
Ow information."
'We .'" q tee Led neistlehor
"It W2, in the form of a print.-4
Op ii reell'IR Ine to past.' them ,n a
to, p hoek." reltited. the alctine :es he
termed eine...if far mealier le; I.
Chicago late) Nees.
At' each one wlehes his children tit
Is', on treee Teirente.
_
The Kum*, 1111110--10c a Week
WANTED!1
i',011/ Men sod Weitueo fer posillens • if t rust,
when intelligent service will he appreciatet1 <In
paid tot--
Experienced Melt and Women fur pusitione re'•
ottirinit ability and tact-
People of All Agfa, of all taleuta. of divers
utilities. for suitable lines if eniploymeut--
reed Things-such an Mina, Organs, Every
Sort ef Musical Instrument, Writing Machit-
Cash Registers, Store and °dice Fixtures, TA
Ina( Machines, Books, 11Cagravitiga Pint-Cards,
Stamp Collections, Bugs, (hrpcta, Jetirtilturr
every kiwi --
Horn's and (arriages, trucks, buelneee weigene
bicycle/4, gums camerae, (hieing tackle, aetein
biles--
Real &dab' -iota, plot" 'wren. leaaelyalds, cilui
ties, itemises, fiats, apartments, ,tores - -
1.intructien in painting. eitteIng, the violin awl
piano, ieberlehand, auouteiting, correaptindative,
language, dancing-
Ilices to Live bowies, apartibenta furnished
rooms, Is•ardIng pla0e11 where life is Interesting
These are some of the thouersiads
of people and Shines that tire
"uvente•t" iss this city just nom,
awl i(014 can, fill any of these
"••••satS"
INQUIRE OF THE PUBLIC
Through a SUN Want Advertisement
411111e.
N't)ut- (ir()4...r to 8rst.1 Ytu INcalting Hut--
1 BRADLEY'S NEW PROCESS CREAM MEALW 11 not heat or must. You shall know it by its wh teness.Nianuftik:turctl Daily by BRADLEY BR • SO Paducah, Kentucky
S'I
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